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& Gleaming Shadows

“It is not truly our nature to be able to live in Plain 
Truth.…Therefore it is more than sufficient, that I 
should live beneath the Shadow of the Truth.… Shadow 
is not Darkness, but rather Shadow is the tracing of 
Trails of Light, or the Sign of Light in Darkness.”

—Giordano Bruno, De Umbris Idearum
 [On the Shadows of Ideas]

I dedicate this book to the great Master Bard, the Last 
Courtly Poet, my colleague in the arts of verse, my 
mentor, and my great friend, Donald Sidney-Fryer.

May it in some ways motivate my fellow 
Creators of the Speculative:

Poets, Authors, and Artists in the Other Arts.
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Preface
Dear Reader,

This is my second substantial collection of speculative and 
other verse. It follows my chapbook, This Ae Nighte, Every Nighte 
and Alle (2018) and my magnum opus, The Coven’s Hornbook 
& Other Poems (2019). The former is a collection of 33 poems 
focusing upon the weird, horrific, and supernatural–the tale of 
a Lich who lives on through the magic of a seperable soul and 
creates all sorts of horror for the region surrounding his abode. 
The latter, much larger tome (over 250 poems) represents work 
across a number of years and the spectrum of speculative genres 
and sub-genres: not only the Weird and Supernatural, but also 
the Fantastic, Legendary, and Mythical, and inclusive of Science 
Fiction, and even the rare Adventure genres (in poetry at least) 
of Detection, and Western.

As with The Coven’s Hornbook, there are later sections in this 
collection that are metapoetic–on the nature of and the writing 
of poetry itself–some homages to fellow poets, and a few pieces 
of what would usually be called “traditional verse”–traditional, 
that is, in contrast with the speculative.

 Also as with The Coven’s Hornbook, I have provided a fairly 
extensive “Glossary of Forms” to define and explain the many 
and various exotic, archaic, multi- and cross-cultural, and in-
vented forms used in this collection. 

In between The Coven’s Hornbook & Other Poems and the 
present offering, I tried my hand at a poetic “challenge” that I’d 
been mulling over for a few years: a new rendition into English 
verse of Omar Khayyám’s Rubáiyát (as it turned out, 327 qua-
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trains based upon Justin Huntley McCarthy’s excellent prose 
translations). Different in theme and scope, the reader might 
be interested in perusing that collection that I titled simply, 
Khayyám’s Rubáiyát.

The present collection is sectionalized much as the offerings 
in The Coven’s Hornbook & Other Poems. This seems to me an 
effective way of allowing the reader to sample various topics and 
themes. Some of the rare forms of verse in that first collection 
are repeated herein, some are not, and some poems in this offer-
ing are new experiments with exotic and invented forms.

The 93 poems herein are, with few exceptions, traditional 
rhymed and metered verse, although various metrical types are 
employed beyond the Western tradition of “accentual syllab-
ic”/“metrical foot” poetry. Accentual verse, syllabic verse, and 
other metrics will be encountered. The number “93” is a bit mis-
leading, since there are six collections of poetic sequences in which 
each section of the sequence is in a particular full form (for example 
a sequence of sonnets).

Also, as in The Coven’s Horbook, I label the types of poems 
encountered. This is not meant to insult readers already familiar 
with a range of poetic form,  but meant to be a quick reference 
to the “Glossary of Forms” at the end of the tome for those less 
familiar with formal verse.

The reader familiar with my earlier work will again see the 
heavy influence of Celtic (both Welsh and Irish) meters and 
harmonies, Germanic (Old English and Old Norse) accentuals, 
and medieval and Renaissance modes. Some of the newest ex-
periments are with Near, Middle, and Far Eastern forms.

I am a strong proponent of the “schools” and examples of 
verse set forth in–especially–the classic Weird Tales and other 
early 20th c. pulps. I strongly believe that much modern “specu-
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lative” verse has “lost the name of action” and has become too 
introspectively lyrical. I believe that narrative and descriptive 
verse–chiefly on topics other than oneself–should continue to 
be (return to being?) the normal mode for the “speculative”–cer-
tainly for the weird or supernaturally horrific.

Without doubt there are “dark nights of the soul” and ter-
rible, or indeed terrifying personal experiences that may be re-
counted in verse. Unless colored heavily with striking imagery 
and memorable figure, such self-effusive poetry does not seem 
to me to be much different from traditional poems of the same 
ilk and serving the same poetic, self-expressive purpose.

Speculative poetry of the Weird and Supernatural should, I 
beleive, strive toward the same goals as set forth by such Weird 
Tales masters as Clark Ashton Smith, Robert E. Howard, H. 
P. Lovecraft, Donald Wandrei, Leah Bodine Drake, Dorothy 
Quick, and others, and as further exemplified by prose fiction 
in those genres. The concentrated power of poetic language should 
strive to distill and concentrate those same emotional responses in 
the reader. 

The same should be true of speculations of a Science Fiction-
al nature–pushing the boundaries of “What if?” and keeping 
pace with the current advances and moral issues brought along 
at an ever increasing pace by our science and technology–with 
special emphases on the likely or possible impacts upon society 
and humanity.

Poetry that deals with the Fantastic, the Mythical, and the 
Legendary–whether Mythopoeic in the commonly understood 
sense of truly new creations by individual authors or, on the 
other hand, as I call it, “Mythomorphic,” being reshapings and 
reimaginings of existing traditional material–should also carry 
the reader along into, as Tolkien called them, “Sub-creations” 
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and “Secondary Worlds” that beckon with the call of the great 
quest and the allure of the adventures lying beyond strange hori-
zons.

And there are the relatively untapped poetic modes of pop-
ular literature–over the past century at least–of Adventure, in-
clusive of stories–again Narratives with interesting Settings and 
Characters vividly Described–in sub-modes as wide ranging as 
Lost Worlds, Mystery & Detection, and even specialized genres 
such as Western and Espionage.  These should not be consid-
ered beyond the scope of poetry. They certainly weren’t in the 
past.

I must add a note of great thanks to Mutartis Boswell for 
creating the magnificent interior illustrations and cover for this 
collection. He is widely, and justly, known for his distinctive–in-
deed unique–style and illustrative work. I believe the reader will 
agree that his art adds greatly to this tome.

If one hears even the faintest echo of the poetry of the old 
Weird Tales masters such as Smith, Howard, Lovecraft, Wan-
drei, Drake, Quick, and others, then this collection will have in 
some way succeeded.

We are in a bold new age for Speculative Poetry. I hope the 
reader will find some of the variegated patterns, subjects, and 
themes presented in this tome of be of interest–and, beyond 
that of course–enjoyable. I certainly enjoyed the several individ-
ual labors of love that gave birth to the selections herein.

Frank Coffman
Elgin, Illinois

21 December 2019
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PROEM:  They Say My Verse Is Weird
(With nods to A. E. Housman, Alfred, Lord Tennyson,

and G. K. Chesterton)

They say my verse is Weird. No wonder.
   It’s varied measure spans
Ponderings of Eternity, Terrors, Legends–
   Some mine, most Man’s.

If it travels through odd talescapes
   You’ve never trod before,
Remember that the strange and new
   Are what a story’s for.

These poems are for all who’d venture
   Into the Realms of Awe–
Wandering through the Gates of Wonder–
   Some beyond all Natural Law.

And if they stir thrills or shudders,
   Wake wild images in the mind,
Sail you over undreamt Horizons–
   That’s why they were designed.
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So come, bold mystic Mariners,
   The sails fill with breezes fair!
Let’s voyage beyond the Sunset   
   And find what’s waiting there.

Adventures myriad beckon;
   Fantastic vistas loom!
What if the voids between the stars
   Hold Horrors that can consume?

Remember the Fields of Fiction
   Are from Real Dangers freed.
And so, I safely wrote these lines–
   And you can safely read.

But don’t blame me if vivid visions
   Enter into your dreams.
For just what is “The Real,” my friends–
   Is far stranger than it seems.
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Black Flames & Gleaming Shadows
(an irregular sonnet)

My Guest, herein are things that you shall find
Most odd, most weird. They do not seem to fit
Neatly into our World. And the rational Mind
Will often question: “What to make of it?”
Some scenes will appear unlumened by Black Flames;
Some from umbrageous Shadows strangely Glow?!
Some verses herein attempt the heights of Horror;
Some, though most curious, touch on things we know.
Yet some attempt to name Things With No Names!
All hope to offer stuff for Dreams–or More!–
Perhaps those Dreams where–in the depths of Night–
One rides that ghostly Mare through roiling mist
And glimpses forgotten Pasts, takes Future flight
To Realms where Wonders Magical exist.
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Audience With the Last King
(a sequence of irregular sonnets)

“The Thing, they whisper, wears a silken mask 
Of yellow, whose queer folds appear to hide 
A face not of this earth, though none dares ask 
Just what those features are, which bulge inside.”

–from the sonnet sequence Fungi from Yuggoth, 
XXVII, “The Elder Pharos”

by H. P. Lovecraft

I dared to turn the page and start Act II!
Yes, I’d been warned about that damnéd book,
But I thought, “What harm would there be to take   
              one look?”
I tell you that curséd play takes hold of you!
I knew quite soon there was nothing I could do
But read along–though my whole body shook
With every word–and though my mind forsook
All Reason–nay! all Sanity–I knew
That all that weird, enthralling first grim Act
Had been but a teasing–oh so treacherous–lure
To draw the reader in! Cassilda’s song
Ensorcelled; the cloud waves seemed a Fact!
Carcosa loomed ahead, and I was sure
That reading further could not be too wrong!
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But that page I turned was like the door to Hell!
Nay! Worse than any Hell your mind could hold!
I beg you, Stranger, never be so bold
As to succumb to that tome’s heinous spell
Or to let your soul upon such blasphemy dwell!
Do not dare to look upon the waves of Hali
Or walk the shore near Hastur–it is folly
To believe that your doomed life might turn out well!
Twin suns, strange moons, black stars will awe;
The Hyades and Aldebaran are too near!
The cloudy depths of Demhe will mesmerize!
And there He sits, beyond all rational law,
A Pallid Mask his visage hides. But Fear
Rises. All Nature that outlined Face? defies.

Oh! I have seen the Last King on his throne,
The tattered Yellow Robes upon that frame!
I’ve seen the gibbering Things that nightly came
Around that dais made of human bone!
Though many are here, I am, nonetheless, alone,
Forsaken, bereft of any Earthly Hope!
I’m doomed to chant along and grimly grope
And grovel–How horrible when Soul is gone!

* * *
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Now, yet again, my King gives his command.
Once again I must approach that Saffron Seat
And make obeisance before those hideous feet,
Reach up to clasp the claws of his jaundiced hand,
Look up to see the gold sign in his onyx ring
And press my lips to that wholly Evil Thing!

Such is the lament as recounted 
through the medium Dinfran Klin

by the  doomed spirit of Sir Reginald Cayce
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The Crawling Chaos
(an Italian Sonnet)

“To a season of political and social upheaval was added a strange and 
brooding apprehension of hideous physical danger; a danger widespread 
and all-embracing, such a danger as may be imagined only in the most 

terrible phantasms of the night.”
  –H. P. Lovecraft, “Nyarlathotep”

Between the far flung stars, from that abyss
Cold currents sweep that chill us to the bone.
And Reason seems displaced from its high throne.
Wise Nature knows that something is amiss.
As if dread Nyarlathotep has come and this
Is now reduced to the idiot Chaos’ zone.
The awful seeds of doubt and dread are sown,
Pervasive unease that we cannot dismiss.

Just so in myth, swept down from a greenish moon,
A dark and pharaoh-like shape from out the East
Called forth strange mists to fracture and divide
Humanity into factions, widely strewn
All grabbing different portions of the Beast
That slouches along. And there’s no place to hide!
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The Return
(a Ghazal Sonnet)

No trace remains of those who built this place. They are dead.
The ghastly remnants of a monstrous race–now long dead.

But there are widespread whispers throughout the lands around
That they are but lurking in some dark Someplace–not quite dead.

Some fear that castle on the hill, though vacant now, will
See their return, their steps retrace from the Realm of the Dead.

Within–no tombs–but, in deep cellars dark, strange cenotaphs
Inscribed with symbols from the depths of space tell of those dead.

One band who were brave enough to search those horrid halls–
After centuries had passed–were chased by phantoms of those   
               dead.

They all had aged and withered, their hair turned stark white,
A look of abject horror on each face. They soon were dead.

Yes! They are returning–those who were long ago expelled.
I, Dinfran Klin, view them coming apace–although I too am dead. 
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Valley of Dread
(an irregular sonnet)

There is a valley within the Wyrdwald dark,
Winding its serpent length through caverns steep.
And there the Hapakrura,* wild and deep,
Rushes ‘round rocky pinnacles sable and stark.
At night, when moonlight flickers on cursed waves,
Things not quite human, some not quite alive,
Roam near its shores. And wicked, weird wights thrive–
Coming from out their caves and some from graves.

No people near the Wyrdwald dare to take
The river through that wilderness. All shun
That forest–even under noonday sun.
Both stream and black sylvan secrets all forsake.
All travelers take the long, long way around
Those Horrors of wood and vale that would be found.

* “Hapakrura” is a construction based upon Proto-Indo-European 
through Sanskrit and means something close to “River of Blood.”
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If But They Could
(a Cynaralle Sonnet*–invented form)

The full moon glides above the horror forest glade.
Stark, gnarled, and dark, the trees’ bare branches creak.
The hunter, listening, knows a werewolf has been made–
And, somewhere in those trees, 
   the sometimes-man thing preys.
He’s sworn to end the curse, to dare to seek
The unholy beast that stalks. 
     Remorseless and crazed it slays…

Or worse! If only bitten, he knows the horrid fate:
He would himself become a beast when moon is full
Lusting for human blood–a monster, soon or late.
And, somewhere in those trees, 
   the sometimes-man thing preys.
“The stars! So bright!” But–unseen in that lull–
The unholy beast that stalks. 
   Remorseless and crazed it slays….
And so, the Terror goes on. 
   A wight stalks wold and wood.
By full moon’s glow, a thing to kill
                                       –if but they could.
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The Pathways of R’lyeh
(an Irregular Megasonnet*)

Deep-diving the Pacific at the spot
That’s furthest off from any mass of land,
The Bathyship was doing wondrous work.
The depths were lighted, and the sonar scanned
Those black-dark waters where strange creatures lurk.

We found the place that reason says cannot
Be real! And yet–a nightmare of the deep
Lies there among the drifting ooze and weeds.
We dared to enter through a cyclopean gate
Of monstrous stones in shapes I can’t relate!
A city’s there! In weird and age-old sleep!
But to describe it?! No human tongue succeeds.

Yes! We had found R’lyeh–that city of myth!
At least we thought those horrid tales untrue–
Mere ramblings to frighten, fables of the sea!

We dared to cruise down one strange avenue,
The lines of which confound geometry.
The city center loomed, green gloom like Death
Hung all about. Then, suddenly, we knew!
Dreaming–though Dead! We fled! We had to flee
From those depths! For we saw what lies beneath!
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Ithaqua 
(A sonnet based upon the rhythms of an Ojibwe chanted song)

 
There’s a horrid skywalker named Ithaqua.
His spawn of terror are the Wendigo.
His vile brood will kill strong men and eat them raw.
There are woodlands where no man should go.
In the North lands, through the mid-winter snows,
They move freely–hiding where no man knows.
 
He’s one of the Great Old Ones this Ithaqua.
He can tread on land or through the air.
He defies all Good and every natural law.
When the North Wind moans you must beware!
His foul brood are cannibal wights who roam–
Thin like wraiths, insatiable, with no home.
 
If on land or howling down from the sky,
Seeing Ithaqua means that you shall die.
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Eidolon
(a Lentinian Megasonnet–my invented form)

A spirit presence! Yet, barely visible,
It drifts, phantasmal, insubstantial as dream.
But, I am awake! Though dim in swirling mist,
I see it there! Scarlet at first–now sable!–
It seeks to shape itself by this weird moon’s beam!
As if for some horrid, unexpected tryst,
It beckons! It mouths with words inaudible!
And now it opens demonic eyes, agleam
With mesmerizing gaze. Ah! Who could resist?
Oh! let me wake! Let this be the unstable
Nightmare of a troubled soul! But I must scream!
How can this be?–such utter Horror exist?!

• • •
Yes! It can see me now. Facing me with dread,
Hoping against hope its vision has misread
My apparition. Yet it knows I am here!
Beyond all normal Terrors, my kind has tread
Through cosmic vastness where weirding stars are spread
To find this region. Ah! Now it sees me clear!
Its useless cries cannot stop what lies ahead.
I am an Eater of Souls, the Dead Undead,
The Emperor of Horror. I feed on Fear.
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The Gate
(an ancient [probably the original] sonnet form, after the pattern of

Giacomo da Lentino (ca 1210?-1240?)  

Within this weird, eerie woodland deep and dark,
Is a Gate that opens unto realms of Horror,
A strange doorway whence–should thou choose to embark–
Thou shalt find a place of Terrors ne’er dreamt before.
At first, only the fog! Then strange voices–Hark!
That place is chronicled in our ancient lore.
Soon the mist will lift–then Clarity most stark!
And Vistas that shall chill thee to the core. 
 
Thou shalt find–Oh! Too late!–how far thou hast wandered! 
Forever from realms of Hope art thou sundered!
Doomed to the ghoul-haunted mid-region of Weir.
In Auber’s dark tarn shall thy Soul be interred,
In sulphurous Yaanek thy past Life be blurred.

No one will remember thou wert ever here.

Such is the warning imparted to the medium 
Ambroses by the spirit Dagar Alanpo.
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The Promised Awakening
 (a Sicilian Sonnet)

Not far from, but far beneath West 123 meridian
And 49 South, a place of horror sleeps below
The blue Pacific, blacker than onyx or obsidian,
Waiting for untold ages–since Oh! So long ago!
Its paths and cyclopean structures, non-Euclidian,
No sunlight reaches there, but an eerie glow
(Where swim strange creatures–some tentacled, some   
                          ophidian)
Surrounds that place not meant for man to know.

Yet some there are, devotees of a cult
Enthralled by Cosmic Evil from the deeps
Of Space and Time, part of forbidden scheming
To wrest this world from human hand, to exult
When from eldritch dark Their Lord his promise keeps–
Rising from R’lyeh where–for now–dead Cthulhu lies   
                         dreaming.
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A Demon’s Thoughts
(a Bengali Payār Sonnet)

I see her there, unsuspecting, all unaware–of me.
I’ve made my choice; she’ll be my next–for now–her soul is  free.
This house–my home–my evil roams its corridors and rooms.
A hundred years, ten thousand fears, and dozens met their
           dooms.
I slowly start, no need to rush, make manifest I’m there:
An eerie sound, a chilling draft, strange movement of a chair.
Her unease grows; I haunt her dreams–Nightmare too real it   
                        seems.
And now it’s done–Infestation–“This can’t be real!” she  screams.
“Have I gone mad? Just depression?” Then I myself reveal!
Ah! Possession! First psych exams, but no way to conceal
The truth for long. All doctors fail to diagnose her plight.
She talks in tongues, stigmata rise, then my voice wins the  fight.
And, finally, they must admit what’s happening. The priest
Has come at last. The same old chant.  This will be fun at least.
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Summoning at New Moon
(a Kashmiri Vakh)

Round and round the flames we go,
Ere the moon begins to grow.
In our cauldron, Evil things
Bubble–‘til the magic springs.

So a curséd potion boils,
Rising from our witchy toils,
Rising from our chanted spells–
Demon from the Deepest Hells. 
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The Spooky Path Not Taken
(with apologies to Robert Frost)

Two paths diverged in a Spooky Wood,
And, sorry I could not haunt them both
And be one spirit–long I stood,
And gazed down one as far as I could
To where it bent in a heinous growth
Of gnarled old trees with an eldritch look.

Then took the other, as just as weird,
And seemed a better road for a spook.
The ectoplasm looked like it wanted wear–
But as for that, the passing there
Showed each was decidedly to be feared!

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence,
Two ghost paths diverged in a wood, and I,
I took the one less traveled by.
But to walk it…one must be dead–or die!
I wonder who else will travel thence? 
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The Side Unshown:
A Tale of Carnival Horror

The carnies were shaken at the sight.
  Just an old man–but Oh! a face from Hell!
As he limped through the arch 1 that autumn night,
  South of Lincoln,* north of “high grass”2 Broadwell.*

Indeed, they quickly turned and looked away,
  As he hobbled in and toward the boss’s van.
One trouper to another said, “What a mug!
  He’ll make the ‘10-in-1’3 if anyone can!”

“Damn right! First billing I should think,”
  The other said. “And they won’t need to pay
Young Eve to faint.4 I damn near did!”
  The ancient one, with visage of decay

Walked up to the Lot Man’s5 door and knocked.
  “What the Hell d’ya want?” But opening
The door, the fellow fell back, shocked,
  Into his trailer. 
             Then the old man-thing

Climbed the three steps, entered the trailer door
  And said to the man still sprawled upon the floor,
“I’ve come to make an offer.”–in a voice
  “Not human!” as the boss man later swore.

“
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“I’m…I’m sorry pal, but I cannot hire you–
  That is unless you tone the make-up down.
I don’t want these hick clems6 to die of fright,”
 The man gathered himself as best he could. The frown

The stranger gave was far more horrifying,
  As the old man glared and said, “This is my face.
But I’m not offering myself for your freak show.
  I’ve caged a being that’s come from Deepest Space.

“No carnival on Earth has ever shown
  The creature that I’m offering tonight.
I am the only one who’s ever seen
  This otherworldly Horror of perfect Fright!”

The manager could not believe the words;
  On top of hideous, the man was clearly mad.
But, had that face been “normal” the boss was sure
  This man could be the best Talker7 he’d ever had.

This freak would clear the midway8 with his way
  With words–and that amazing, unreal voice!
But, God! that Face!–whatever he had to say–
Would turn the clems away!” Somehow? he had no choice

But listen to the stranger’s crazy raving.
  “You must be nuts if you believe that I
Would buy this story–and offer–sight unseen.”
  “Well. I’m not offering that you should buy
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My ‘exhibit.’ I offer it for free!
  I’ll prove my tale, you’ll know just what I mean–
Though there are sights much better left unseen–
  Come with me now; my proof you soon shall see.”

The group of carnies that had gathered ‘round
  The lead man’s trailer parted like the sea
When that far different “Moses” led the way
  Out through the arch to Darkness. Then–a Sound!

Or rather two sounds. One was the boss’s scream.
  The other pierced the vast star-spangled night,
More awful than any had heard in nightmare dream!
  And then a silence. The group was filled with fright.

The moments passed like years. But then, returning,
  The boss–now leaning on the awful shoulder
Of that horrid old one, unlike normal man–
  Stumbled back in, shaken, red-ringed eyes burning

With tears and a stare–blank, as if dead.
  Helped down, he sat upon his trailer’s steps.
Then, beckoning to a group of roughies9 there,
  They paused, but four came cautiously ahead.

  “There’s a wagon, just outside the arch,” he said.
“There’s a cage, covered by black curtains on its bed.
  Don’t look inside, but pull the thing in here
And take it behind the Back End.10 Do not peer
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Inside that cover. Believe me when I say
  Don’t look behind that black felt drape.
What’s in that cage is held there–It is secure,
  But, seeing It, your sanity might escape.”

The carnies held back, hearing these fell words.
  “Don’t worry, I’ll pay you four full well.
Just haul the wagon out behind the camp.”
  Then he entered his van with the visitor from Hell.

You see, that ancient, hideously strange man
  Had crept into his mind and placed a thought:
“This Thing’s a perfect Peep Show, and I ought
  To take this offer!”–so his unthinking ran.

And so, the deal was struck, shaking the gnarled grey hand
  Of the horrid visitor, who turned and went
Once more out to the Darkness, whence he’d come.
  Stared at by all from every Front End11 tent.

* * *
Somehow, the information had been planted: 
  The boss man knew the Thing had to be fed!
And he knew more–knew what the creature wanted!–
  The awful truth that filled him, at first, with dread.

But then, he hit upon a heinous plan.
  Perhaps not so bad? He could reconcile–
At least to his own soul–to kill a man
  At every stop: as long as that man was a vile,
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Disgusting “Chester!”12 For along the way,
  At every city and town down 66
They stood out as they mingled, eyeing the young,
  With glances only a pervert would display.

The carnies all could pick them from a crowd.
  The boss paid extra for the bloody work,
Far more than “extra” to the man soon called “The Keeper,”
  He’d lure the mark to where the crew would lurk

By promises: “I know you like ‘em young.
  Don’t worry, I’ve got a special treat in store.
Follow me, friend; I have what you desire.”
  The man would follow–and be seen no more.

The Thing would make most awful sounds when eating.
  One of The Keeper’s tasks, since the curse began–
Through planted knowledge gained–the hole for “feeding,”
  Near the cage’s base, was just right-sized for a man!

Stripped bare, the grisly fresh corpse was passed through,
  The Keeper, careful not to lift the cloth too high,
For fear the Dweller Within might come in view.
  And so it went, as the appointed stops passed by.

So fed the Thing at Williamsville* and Sherman*–
  The long stop at Springfield* yielded quite a few–
The towns along the route gave up their vermin.
  The boss then thought: “It’s time for folks to view
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My specimen! To each in line, I’ll sell one little peek!”
  His mind was going, but he did not know it,
But outwardly his features all did show it.
  His hair turned white, his body gaunt and weak.

As the carnies began preparing the exhibit,
  None dared to glance inside–lift up the flap
Cut in the black cloth. But one man, overbold,
  Said, “Hell! I’ll try it!”–so the tale is told. 

When all was ready, that fool chanced a look–
  Then staggered from the tent. His whole frame shook.
Curious–Little Eve, the young girl paid to fake
  A scream, then faint, did so–but then–did not awake!

Only sixteen, she was the blade glommer’s13 daughter.
  The horror on her dead face awed each carny man.
Carrying the young girl’s body, with angry cries,
  They marched as a mob up to the boss’s van.

“We have to destroy this Thing! It must be killed!”
  No answer from within. There was no sound.
They shouted and chanted–then had to force the door.
  They found the boss man dead upon the floor.

At first, they thought the old fiend had returned–
  He who had brought the Thing three weeks ago.
For that same hideous rot now freaked the face
  Of the man in prime of life they used to know!
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  The man who’d peeked a view now took the lead.
  “We’ll cancel Litchfield* and Collinsville* as well.
We’ll hurry down to the River by St. Lou
  And then–I tell you! Then, what we have to do

Is dump this Thing from Hell–wagon and all,
  Weighed down with stones into that river wide.
Then we’ll move on, across Missouri’s stops.
  Drowned in that stream, we will be sure it died!”

All in the crowd thought this strange plan was good,
  Except the Keeper–the one who disagreed.
But one among his “kill crew” knocked him out.
  That was the last time that the Thing would feed!

They hurried South. Then, leaving Edwardsville,*
  The Chain-of-Rocks Bridge lay just ahead.…
The billion staring Eyes of Space looked down
  Upon the place where they would drown it Dead!

As planned, they had come quickly to the river.
  Stopped on the bridge, three hours beyond midnight,
They moved it to the edge–then quickly over!
  The black waves closed above that Hell-born Blight.
     * * *
Before they reached their second Missouri date,
  The new lead man had met the boss man’s fate.
Then none remained who’d seen that Thing of Horror.
  The carny moved on–but no one was like before.
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But they took solace that the Terror was over.
The Thing was hid where no one would discover.
                * * *
The River rolls along–“Old Muddy” streaming
Down to the Gulf.…
           The Thing–though Dead–lies Dreaming.

Notes on Carnival Lingo (numbered in the poem):

Most people know “carney” is carnival parlance for “a carnival 
worker.” But several of the terms and references used in this 
poem might need some explaining:

1. Arch: The front entrance to the carnival.
2. High Grass: Carnival slang for a particularly out-of-the-way 

rural area.
3. “10-in-1”: One of the “classic” forms of the midway show. The 

Ten-in-One was a show featuring (approximately) ten acts or 
attractions, lasting a total of about 40 minutes. Similar shows 
had been playing circuses for decades in “Side Shows.” The 
Carnival, in fact, is not a “side show” (to a circus), but an enti-
ty complete unto itself. The entire thing is a “side show.”

4. Shill:  A carny worker paid to act like a paying customer. One 
type was the “Wing Ding Broad” who was paid to scream and 
faint when viewing more horrific or “geeky” exhibits.

5. Lot Man, or Lot Manager, Lot Marker or Layout Man: He 
decides where your “ joint” is placed on the lot. He takes a cut 
from exhibitors; the larger the cut, the better the location on 
the lot.

6. Clem: Another term for “mark,” particularly a gullible rural 
local. A Rube.
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7. Talker: “Barker” was never an authentic carnival term, but is 
used by circuses. Carnies call the person gathering marks for 
a show simply a “Talker.” Often, a show or collection of shows 
(see “10-in-1”) had both an “Outside Talker” and an “Inside 
Talker.” The outside-the-tent man would lure crowds with 
come-ons. The inside-the-tent man (often called a “Professor,” 
being the expert on the attractions)

8. Clear the Midway: To be so skillful an outside talker that 
you can gather a very large group of marks and turn almost all 
of them. Thus, the Midway looks empty after a good Talker’s 
“bally” (likely derived from “ballyhoo”).

9. Roughy:  A carnival employee assigned to handle miscella-
neous duties: from relieving an agent who needs a break to 
enforcing management rules; from hiring help to “checking 
up” the agents’ money and dispensing percentages at the end 
of the day. Sort of “middle management.” 

10. Back End: The far end of the lot, where the large shows and 
rides are located. This placement of strong attractions draws 
customers from the gate through the entire length of the lot. 
To urge crowds to walk the whole show.

11. Front End: The place on the midway, closer to the gate, that 
has games and concessions, since the large rides and shows are 
generally located at the farthest part of the midway and are 
called “ the Back End”.

12. Chester: A child molester. Carnies are likely to notice some-
one’s undue interest in and behavior toward children, since 
they are always scanning the crowd. The fairly well-known 
modern term “Chester the Molester” likely derives from (or 
was coined from) this or the natural rhyme. 

13. Blade Glommer: A sword swallower.
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NOTE: 
The cities and towns listed with asterisks are places (some very 
small)–moving from North to South along the route of Old U.S. 
66 [now all on or just off of Interstate 55] in Central and South-
ern Illinois. The ones that would be called “cities”–heading South 
are: Lincoln, Springfield (the state capital), Litchfield, Collins-
ville, and Edwardsville. The rest are small to tiny villages and 
hamlets along the way. 
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They Watch and Wait
(a Shadorma)

This old wood
is fraught with Terror.
in it dwells–
from strange Hells
eldritch–from deep cosmos sent–
horrid, evil wights.

Dark moon nights,
they sometimes emerge
to invade
our wide realm,
lusting to reclaim our world
as their foul desmesne.

Sent to Earth
by the Great Old Ones:
dread Cthulhu,
Azathoth,
Nyarlathotep, Tsathoggua–
to watch us and wait.
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There are cults
of humans enthralled
by these fiends,
worshipping
in secret, unrecognized
in their daily lives.

Rituals
of blood and vile sin
are practiced
in our midst
by those who would doom us all
to their sacrilege. 

So beware!
Evils from “Outside”
even now
plan our fall–
Dormant, patiently waiting.
And their time draws near!
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For Now, They Sleep
(an Italian Sonnet)

At this world’s edge, there sits a dwelling–crude,
Ill-shapen, dark against a starless sky.
Inside its walls, two long-dead figures lie,
The final scions of a heinous brood.
Through walls agape, foul poisonous mists exude.
Weird Things–nor bird, nor bat–about it fly,
But those that walk or crawl will not come nigh
That place where all dimensions are strange-skewed.

One awful legend claims that they will wake;
Those two that horrid, monstrous line extend.
Mere sight of them!–the strongest mind would break!
But Madness would be that cursed ones dearest friend.
They drink up Souls!–an endless thirst to slake.
And Nothingness!…their victims’ awful end.
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Warnings to the Curious
(randomly rhymed narrative paragraphs)

“The hotel room was adequate, pleasant enough.
Weary as I was, any haven would suffice.
Without, the wind howled wildly, cold as ice.
A sleet- and hail-filled time, the journey rough
From Salem out to Arkham in my car.
And I could barely see the road before me!
I can’t recall a night so fierce and stormy;
It took three grueling hours–though not that far.

“Upon the nightstand, close beside the bed,
There lay a book–‘A Bible,’ I thought at first–
‘But this one’s odd?’ Not covered black or red
Like most of them. And it was in the worst
Condition I had ever seen. It’s pages
Were dark-discolored and its cover worn:
A dingy yellow–a most sickly hue!
Strangely, I felt uneasy just to view
The thing. And, stranger still, no words were born
Upon the cover. So, I looked inside.

“I should have stopped when I read that old scrawl
Upon the flyleaf ’s formerly blank face:
‘By all that’s Holy, don’t read beyond this place!
Friend, if you value your sanity and all
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Or any joys you’ve known ere reading this,
Put this tome down or thrown it in the fire!–
Destroy it!  
      Though that is my great desire,
Having read–I can’t!–and now there is no bliss,
No comfort for me now, no going back
To the life I had before I read this book.
For that old, normal world I have forsook.
Now I am doomed–and all my vistas black!”
    * * *
“Somehow, despite this weird and warning note,
I felt myself compelled to turn the leaf
To see if that was all the scribbler wrote–
Then saw the title page. This tome of grief
Was one I’d heard of many years ago.
‘The stuff of legend’–I had always thought–
‘A myth to frighten.’ So, I’d never sought
To find it, let alone to seek to know
What lay within those pages steeped in lore.
But now I held a copy in my hands.
I thought, ‘What harm to just explore
The first few pages?’ 
                         “No one understands
The pull that awful book has on one’s mind
Until they have the misfortune, as I did,
To read those horrid words that should be hid
In the darkest depths of Hell that one could find!
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“So, stranger, heed you well these words of warning:
Reading The King in Yellow dooms your soul!
Your life becomes a night that knows no morning,
No solace as your few scant seasons roll
On toward those horrors that words cannot define.
For I have seen the King in yellow tatters,
Carcosa, and the realms where reason shatters,
The Old Ones terrible!–The Yellow Sign! 

“What of my mind remains tells me I should
Destroy this book–in the name of all that’s Good
And Holy. And I’d destroy it–if I could!
I leave that task to you. Do not read on!
Resist that urge. And learn to love the dawn!”

* * *
“How curious,” he thought, “clearly two different hands?”
The book in his hotel room’s bedside drawer
Was one that he had heard of oft before.
‘By all that’s Holy…’ and ‘No one understands…’
    He’d been hired as Miskatonic’s latest sage.
    “What harm?” he thought…
                        then turned another page.
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Portrait of the Artist
(an irregular sonnet sequence)

I. The Beginning
Some of it based on boyhood memories,
The young man learned to work from pencil sketch.
But, as years passed, he didn’t need to fetch
Remembered sights. His canvasses would freeze
The visions of those spots he frequented.
For he returned–again and yet again–
To deep-night backgrounds in moonlight or in rain.
All saw his skill, his subjects unprecedented!

No one who saw his work could be unmoved.
All, all were awed! Some were repulsed, some sickened,
As his painted visions leapt alive and quickened.
Though conceding his mastery, most harshly reproved
Those strange, grim works. His few friends sought to find
Clues to the glaring weirdness of his mind.

II. Fame and Infamy
Once, asked whence such unreal visions came,
His laugh made Reid and others drop him cold.
And though but very few of his works sold
To rare appreciators. Still he gained Fame–
Or, maybe, Infamy. His name was known–
“Master of the Macabre”–his horrid titles panned!
In art shows and museums his work was banned.
But he cared nothing that all friends had flown.
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There was no doubt his forte was in faces!
Not Goya nor old Notre Dame’s gargoyles
Approached the hellish features of his oils!
And none could match the strange light on the places
His brushstrokes made so damnably vivid.
Nor did any guess the secret his art hid.

III. The Secret
I don’t think even Eliot believes me.
He thinks I too am mad But I am not!
I saw a photo that cannot be forgot,
That unreal image that will not set me free!
Yes, Richard worked from memory, but knew
Those nightmare backdrops for the foreground horror.
He’d visited those spots and THEM before,
Those things, My God! Alive like me and you!

Those dog-faced Things, hoove-footed, pointy-eared,
With drooling maw, scaled claws, red eyes of rheum,
Covered with mould and leavings from the tomb!
Things worse than the sum of all you’ve ever feared!
Things that defy all Heaven’s and Nature’s rules:
For Pickman’s models all were heinous…Ghouls!
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It WAS a Dark and Stormy Night
 (an Italian Megasonnet, an invented form)

He had to smile at the line he’d just set down
In digi-text upon the virtual page.
Indeed, “It was a dark and stormy night.”
Big thunders rolled; the sky was forked with light.
Striving to find an opening to engage
The Horror readers who’d bestowed renown–
Far as Fear Fiction went, he’d held the crown
For several years, his “ghastlies” all the rage.
He told himself: “It’s just a prompt to write.”

BOOM! “Wow! Close!” To his ‘Bulwer-Lytton’ sight–
His quick wit smiled at the pun–the storm’s rampage
Ghost-lit the wood outside and nearby town.

Then power went out.…“Just great!” But he found the switch
Of the camping lantern nearby on the table,
Taking out paper, finding his fountain pen.

He’d researched deep the local legend’s witch.
Her story seed had grown. Of a sudden, he felt able–
Soon words flowed forth in torrents. He began
 [The summoned shape unseen] at fever pitch!

* * *
The dead man’s scrawled pages showed an unstable

Mind: “…a dark and stormy night”–again and again. 
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Old Whitey
(a Lampmanian* Sonnet in hexadecasyllabics)

Having to do with the mysterious sinking of the freighter
SS Kamloops after the appearance of a huge dark mass 

above the water–6 December 1927, 
and its ghostly aftermath

The big lake’s waves churn wildly, ‘neath Winter’s lowering skies.
And there’s a wreck that lies below Superior’s restless waters–
Not with Davie Jones, but with one of his Great Lakes daughters.
Far, far below the rolling crests, the freighter Kamloops lies.

Another ship, the Quedoc, turned–when they saw a Black Bulk rise!
They warned the freighter, but, lost in fog, the huge ship disappeared!
There was a search, but weather won–and it was as all had feared. 
The icy depths have kept it near pristine since its demise.

For half a century of night it lay, ‘neath Gitchee Gumee’s cold.
But, when the divers found it, they were amazed to find
One crewman floating in the hull–and Nature’s laws defied!
The depths of deadly chill had made “Old Whitey” mummified!

But it’s not just his shell that sleeps. Or so the tale is told.
For “Grandpa’s” phantom spirit too–it seems was left behind.
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A Gargoyle’s Meditations
(a Sicilian Sonnet sequence)

I
I’m not a mere grotesque for decoration
Of this old church. I serve in functions four:
The first, that they, by my misthought creation
Would ward off Evil, keep the Devil from the door;
The second, I would frighten the congregation
Into believing the Horrors of Hell held more
Than could be shaped by their imagination;
Third, to lure pagans who might such a faith explore;
Fourth, through my gullet and frightening maw,
The torrents from the heavens would be spewed
Away from the masonry–and thus protect
Foundation stones. But those vomits from out my jaw,
Unbeknownst to them, keep my stone life renewed!
For centuries, thus, I’ve had time to reflect.

II
My fellows and I, whatever our shape or size,
Look down, beholding all the vile deeds of Man.
Yes, we have watched, through graven greyrock eyes,
Your wretched lives–much briefer than our span.
We’ve seen enough to do more than surmise
Your worldwide woes, each once-more-thwarted plan.
You think us fixed in place, but we have a surprise!
Though doomed to wait and watch–to move we can!
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On nights when the sky is clear and the moon is new,
On All Hallow’s Eve and on each pagan date–
Each Quarter of the World’s Great Wheel–a few
Of us fly forth to forage, to investigate.
Shadow by shadow, we rarely come in view,
Those doomed who see us meet a grisly fate.

III
But most nights I sit here and I sometimes dream,
My eyes wide open, but there’s a trance of rest
I can invoke. You folk who are sure we seem
Completely lifeless, that we could not be blessed
With any sentience: no power to laugh–or scream–
You are bemused. For we have powers unguessed
And a zest for Life; we too can plot and scheme
And roam when the Sun slips far below the West. 

And like your ilk, we too can crave and lust.
I have stone dreams to revel and copulate
With Sheela na gigs, or to slay with talon thrust
Any of you who wander out too late.
It’s right your pitiful kind returns to dust,
While we endure and watch–and more than wait! 
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Mephistopheles & Faust
“Solamen miseris socios habuisse doloris.”

[It is a solace of the wretched to have companions in pain.”]
–Mephistopheles to Faust from Marlowe’s Dr. Faustus

(an interlocking rubaiyat sonnet)

The darkling demon, Mephistopheles, can tell,
Whether by instinct, special sight, or smell,
Or some weird other means those who’ve been led–
Whose souls are nearly lost–consigned to Hell.
And yet, he may, at first seek to dissuade,
Before such a one agree that Debt be paid,
May seek to warn th’unwary not to sign
Their souls away when Earthly form is dead.

Yet Faust long, long ago, on that cursed line,
Pledged with his own blood to pay that fine–
Condemned himself to serve damned Lucifer 
And to that master’s every whim resign.
What cost that pledge! That dark, that doomed 
          surrender–
To give up all wondrous chances that once were! 
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The Habit of Killing
(an irregular sonnet)

His method hadn’t changed much through the years,
Since that dark day his dream became a deed.
He knew he had to kill to fill the need
That had grown in him. He overcame his fears. 
His lust for blood had started a mere seed–
Simple wonder how it felt to take a life,
How her features would alter when she saw his knife,–
The pained “fearlight” in her eyes as he’d proceed.

Great thrills began by stalking cleverly,
Unnoticed–finding out his “mark’s” routine.
This latest had a dark beauty he’d never seen.
At knifepoint command she disrobed, but–suddenly–
He was aghast at the form revealed beneath!…
He barely had time to scream when he saw the teeth!
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The Forsaken
(a Coffman’s Sonnet – Type 1)

I can’t believe he’s suddenly this cold.
We had a love we swore would never pass,
And were to marry in the coming June.
Now, when he sees me, he turns so soon
And hastens hence from this same moonlit grass
That caught our single shadow as we’d hold
Tightly to one another in this glade
Hid in the wood beside the house we shared.

And I’ve come home these many, chilly nights
And bright spring days, but gone are old delights.
Another, fair of face and golden-haired,
Lies with him now–they seem afraid
   When I come calling. Both seem filled with dread.

   He has forsaken me–but one month dead! 
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The Idol
My Nightmare

Who can say what paths my frenzied mind was taking
Through that weird, wild zone between my sleep and waking?

I know only that this poem demanded making!
And that voice within my head still has me shaking!

* * *
[as best as my dream state can recall them]

Journal Entry #1
 “We’d found the idol protruding from the sand
As moonlight glinted off it and the night-black sea,
There in the shadows of the island’s lee.
I picked it up and turned it in my hand,
Writ round with script no man can understand,
Carved from green stone, in a shape no Thing should be!
What damned imagination set it free?–
Or hid it where the waves pulled back the land?”

* * *
Journal Entry #2

“This thing would be blasphemous to any god!
A crouching figure, bat-winged and lion clawed,
Scaly, almost anthropoid, but cephalopod!
It sits on a base around which some strange script
Is finely etched. I’ve never seen such scrawl.
There’s no sense to it, yet my mind is gripped
By Fear! It’s very look makes my skin crawl!” 
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“I put it away, wrapped up in cotton and cloth.
I could not keep looking at that heinous face,
The tendril-circled mouth expressing wroth
Intent. This horrid, unnatural disgrace
Against all Nature. And yet this idol seems
Significant–though it will haunt my dreams!” 

* * *
Journal Entry #3

“I dropped it when the thing began to grow!
The others thought me crazed, but they did not feel
The so-slight shudder–but I knew–I know!
I ran!–hoping the jungle might conceal.…”

* * *
The Voice Crying Out in My Dream

“I hear their screams on the sudden midnight breeze!
Oh, God! It’s lurching nearer–through the trees!…”
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The Great Wheel
(A Rondel)

The year’s Great Wheel gives us our Sabbat days.
On Quarters and Cross-Quarters we shall meet:
On Yule the old year dies, the new we greet;
Beneath the frosts of Imbolc new life stays;
Ostara’s birth of spring and greening ways
Are followed soon by Beltane’s fertile heat.
The year’s Great Wheel gives us our Sabbat days.
On Quarters and Cross-Quarters we shall meet:
On Litha the sun is brightest, balefires blaze;
By Lammas the god has ripened corn and wheat;
On Mabon we give thanks and drink and eat;
Dark Samhain lets us peer through Death’s thick haze.
The year’s Great Wheel gives us our Sabbat days.
On Quarters and Cross-Quarters we shall meet.
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Aokigahara Lullaby
(a Couplet Sonnet)

He’d picked the place most distant and remote
From any of the recent finds of note.
And he’d hiked full fourteen miles there from his car,
Abandoned on a side road–out so far
No one would link it to the wooded trail
He’d taken. He was determined not to fail.
He pitched his small tent in a thicket in the trees.
A day of meditation. That night a cold breeze
Was signal to fulfill his quest at dawn.

Now, a month later, upon the forest lawn
Beneath his body, rotting from the rope
He’d deftly placed–leaving behind all hope–
Some blood, some morsels, grisly on the grass.
Some forest creatures feed. Most simply pass.
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When the Moon is Full
(a Pentina)

Those nights when the moon is fullest round,
Casting stark shadows when the sky is clear,
Or scudding through drifts of flying cloud,
When wold or wood are with wan light shown,
There’s a thing abroad that you should dread.

For there be some who were bitten and bled,
But survived a strange and awful wound
From a Beast–though made of flesh and bone–
A creature from Hell, a Thing to fear,
A nemesis Nature has somehow allowed!

Beware! When roundmoon nights enshroud
The Earth, for the Werewolf abroad will tread!
If you hold your life as something dear,
This fiend and other fell wights abound,
Don’t venture ‘neath Luna’s light alone.

Once met, be quite sure all hope has flown,
Unless you remain steadfast, uncowed,
And hold a weapon with silver crowned–
And such can slay it. For it is said
‘Twill die and its human form reappear!
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Thirteen grim times within each year
The full moon shines on our Earthly zone.
And wide and far the legends have spread
Of the Lycanthrope, fiend by Evil sowed,
A man who by Hellish curse is bound.

Should you hear the sound–Werewolf ’s howl quite near
And loud–give a groan. For you’ll soon be dead!
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Loup-Garou
(a French Sonnet in cross-rhymed

duodecasyllabic hemistiches)

The Beast is just a man most days, but then the moon
Will grow to full, and soon a grim change will unman
Whose path’s by murder strewn–those curséd of that clan.
Since shapeshifting began and pentagramic rune
Appeared where his blood ran (for no one is immune,
None granted that sweet boon) red from that bite, nor can
He–doomed whene’er the moon is full, no longer wan–
Escape his plagued life’s span, when round at midnight’s noon
That orb hangs in the sky. ‘Tis then the change begins,
And murders mount! His sins increase–and more shall die!

Thus does the loup-garou, the dreaded lycanthrope,
The cursed man-wolf sans hope, lose all that life he knew
When skies could still be blue. Ere this kaleidoscope
After each loathsome lope–gory ground and blood-red dew. 
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THE 
VAMPIRICON:

TALES 
OF THE

UNDEAD
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Vampire Song
(a Rondeau)

We are the Creatures of the Night, and crave
The taste of human blood. We can enslave
As minion or as bride your mortal dust.
Not alive, Undead, we satisfy our lust
For sanguine satiation–free of the grave.

With mesmerizing eyes or fangs that stave
The sleeping throat. With soothing words that lave
Away all apprehensions, gain your trust,
We are the Creatures of the Night.

Such powers the Forces of All Evil gave
To us that there are scant few things can save
Your victim kind: beheadings, a wood stake thrust
Through our cold hearts, full sunlight’s fiery gust.
We are the Creatures of the Night.
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The Vampire Ball
(a sequence of Italian and some Irregular “Megasonnets”

–my invented form)

   The old cathedral was no longer used
For services, but often rented space.
It had large private rooms and one great hall,
Had seen some banquets and a formal ball,
Yet Something distinctly weird about the place
Insured her invite wouldn’t be refused.
   She’d read all of the books on vampire lore
That she could get her hands on; seen the films
From Nosferatu on through current work.
And, in her mind, a thought began to lurk
That trying vampirism and the realms 
Of that taboo, might thrill! 
         A week before
She’d told a friend she’d had that wicked thought–
Only in passing,–but what surprised her then
Was his reply that he had some few friends
Who–in that same curiosity were caught.
    “In fact,” he said, “I think they might begin
To act on it. But that, of course, depends
On if they find like-minded folks. They’ve sought
For some– not caring if the taste’s a sin.”
    But that’s not where this vampire story ends…. 
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Only a few days later, through the door’s mail slot,
The slick brochure proclaimed a “Vampire Ball!”
To be held at the old church, there on Zaman’s Hill.
That name, at first, gave her a sudden chill.
Wasn’t it a place of murder, after all?
All tales of horror must have been forgot!
   They’d cleared the woods, extended the old street
To the very top–and even built the church!–
A large almost-cathedral. Its great spires quite high
Shot up and seemed as if they’d pierce the sky!
That, after they’d made a final search
To find the missing ones and to unseat
The rumors that place was one to shun.
   Those had quickly spread a century before,
When hunters told of voices on that height!
And though they sounded near, there was no one
Around. But they told of something more
That turned the hair of one to purest white!
A Thing that made them leave their camp and run
In terror down that slope long hours before
The sun arose to break the chill of night.
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And that was how the horror tales had a start.
Then, fifty years before, five disappeared–
Boys gone up Zaman’s Hill to prove their pluck,
Saying they weren’t afraid, were not awestruck
By all the rumors that most townsfolk feared,
Or stories about strange rituals or Black Art.
When they had not returned the following day
As they had planned–to brave a single night–
A group of men climbed up to search the Hill.
They found no sign of them. “They never will!”
As people said, with looks of deepening fright.
And what had happened up there none could say.
   There were other legends about that ancient hill:
Stories of witches’ sabbats or strange rites;
Stories of weird noises, piercing howls.
And through the passing years, the legends still
We’re retold–especially on wind-whipped nights.
And rumors of a Thing that grunts and growls
Had added to the mystery. 
                Until
The road was paved, the church built on the heights–
But soon abandoned! Why? It’s grey stone scowls
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Down on the village now. Its reputation
Had also grown. It was never well-attended,
For few could abide the aura ‘round that place–
Or see it as a home of redeeming Grace.
Within two years, all “services” were ended,
But not the gossip ‘round its congregation:
    “Those folks are weird; there’s something odd
About those strange ones who built up those spires.”
     “They rent it out, but I won’t ever attend
Any affair up there. I’ll not ascend
That hill. Those folks have strange desires
That seem to me quite far removed from God!”
    
But here it was, her invitation for
What might be answer to her strange desire.
The brochure hadn’t come through normal mail;
Someone had dropped it through the slotted door
During the night! 
         She read it–and a fire
Began to stir within. She would not quail.
She was obsessed with vampires and their lore.
And here–according to the beckoning flier–
Was promise of a look behind the veil.
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“Come join our Rites of Blood this Halloween!
‘Twill be a Grand Affair–on Zaman’s Hill!
The Castle High will host a Vampire Ball!
    “Welcome! Most Welcome one and all
Who Love and Lust for Blood and have the Will–  
Our Sanguine Celebration must be seen!”
    The words touched something in her deepest soul;
There was not any doubt she had “the Will.”
What’s more, it was now much more of a yen!
She’d dared to taste her own, but craved the moment when 
She’d taste anothers!–and couldn’t wait until
That moment!
      No thought then of the toll.
All Hallows’ Eve was but a week away.
She’d need a costume! Something that would lure
A handsome “vampire” to her on that night.
Perhaps a true companion? Who could say?
She would wear black, powdered white skin would show 
pure–Inviting an effusion red and bright–
Ready to taste the sample he’d repay!
    The waiting was almost more than she could endure!
She soon would be a “vampire,” a new acolyte!
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 Just a fetish–of course–was all it could be.
The subject–though her passion–could not be true:
The stuff of the deep fears of benighted races.
And, though she longed to see the storied places:
Count Dracul’s castle or the England Stoker knew.
The nightmares Schreck and Bela had made her see
Were just that–Images, luscious and dark,
That tempted her wild spirit with their Sin,
With weird, forbidden rituals of lust.
   She’d meet some new friends in whom she could trust
Who shared her cravings. A new world would begin
To open. And she was eager to embark.
   How soon it was the night of Halloween!
Children were Trick-or-Treating down below
That storied hill. But there, on Zaman’s heights,
A never-before-seen weirding sight was seen.
A strange and heavy mist began to grow
About the “Castle”-church. Through muted lights
Of somber dim grey, tinged by eerie green,
The place was masked behind the foggy glow–
Befitting the Tales of Horror and storied Frights.
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   To her, that dim-lit gloom enriched the mysteries
As she walked up the hill with eager pace.
All costumed, others walked, and one she passed
(Just as a black limousine whisked by quite fast)
Said, “You’re new here, Dear. Such a fresh and pretty face!
You are most welcome to our revelries!”
   “Why thank you. Yes, I’m new, I’m Isabelle.”–
(It was not her real name, but she’d chosen to hide
Her true identity)–until she’d had the chance
To see the truth about the “vampire” dance,
To judge things once she’d had some time inside
That castle-church that stood on fabled Hell.
   “Well–Isabelle,” said the other with a smile.
“I think you’ll find our gathering wondrous fun.
This night, we have a very special guest.
To join us here, he’s traveled many a mile
    “But let us hurry! Our revelry has begun!
The sun died hours ago–red in the West
Our group will offer pleasures to beguile
Your curious heart ere blessed Dark is done–
Pleasures of blood before this night has passed.
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   “My name’s Camilla, Lady Sangue, you’ve no doubt
Heard of me? No? Well…” she said with a grin,
   “I’m sure we’ll be great friends quite soon, My Dear.”
   Walking on, a set of great double doors drew near–
Flung open wide. And from the hall within,
Both light and a great blur of sound were bursting out.
The large throng surprised her, but more so when all   
                hushed–
Turning to her!?
                     –No, to the lady by her side,
Bowing and curtseying! Her new-found friend
Looked, smiling, all about–then to extend 
Her arms up high, and opening them full wide,
Said, “Thank you, My Loves,” with airy hand-wave   
                 brushed
Aside their silence. “Thank you. But do not cease
Your revelry and pleasure. This–Our Night– 
Is still quite young. Continue with your play.
Around this hall–all chattering for sweet release, 
Invitng our sanguine rites–the bats are in flight!
The sun has died! The end of garish day.
‘Tis near the time to thrill in our caprice,
To find sweet partners to achieve our passion’s height!
Ah! But briefly we must keep our lusts at bay.
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   “Our Guest of Honour is here and we must pay
Our due respects to him who has come so far
To join the Samhain revels and to grace
Us with his presence–give great honor to this place.
And here he is, the very avatar,
Master of our Order graces us this day.”
   Just then “Isabelle” was awed to see
The gathered host divide to make a path.
All heads were bowed as a tall man strode
Between the parted guests, as if down a road
From some great place of wonderment and myth,
From some dim realm she thought could never be.
   Camilla, Lady Sangue’s smile became a frown
As the tall man walked straight up to Isabelle,
Bowed low, took up her hand, bestowed a kiss.
He said, “I am Charles Le Mort-Vivant, Prince of the  
               Crown.”
All of the others knew his name quite well,
And each of them held one thought: “What is this?!
Head of our Order, noble of great renown,
Has chosen this girl–though a fair damoiselle–
 Slighting Camilla?!” Something seemed quite amiss!
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   “You, my dear, are lovely beyond compare!
I’ve not seen you before at this our dance.
It would please me if you’d let me be your Guide.”
   She smiled, sought to be calm, but she could not hide
The flush that lit her face. ‘Should she dare to chance
A word? Find what to say?’ Yes! She would dare!
   “What lady could your highness’ offer deny?
I am most flattered that you honor me
With such an invitation. But please you, Sir,
I am a novice to these rites and customs.” 
           Her
Heart was beating fast, and her innocent plea
Evoked a strange light in the Prince’s eye.
   “My lovely Lady, the more shall you be in awe
Of the mysteries that will to you be revealed.
For if I can charm you–as your beauty has me in thrall–
Believe me your inexperience is no flaw,
But, rather, a gift. And that which is now concealed
Will be more wondrous when our Secrets fall
And you gain the ancient knowledge as you draw
Your first taste of The Blood and our pact is sealed
As we share the “kiss of bliss” ere the end of the Ball.”
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His words excited her in disparate ways:
‘Wasn’t this what she came for?’ asked one voice.
‘To try this vampire dream and satisfy
That curiosity she could not deny?
Surely, the Prince, wasn’t offering the choice
To actually change?! To end her mortal days?!
   ‘No, it had to be part of the game, 
Part of the pretended mysteries of this clan
To play parts to the fullest for the thrill.’
   And yet, that question lingered, gave a chill,
Even though she knew the Prince was just a man–
Though handsome, a common one, “Prince” but a name.
   “Shall we dance?” his words woke her from reverie.
“I should love to, Your Highness,” she answered with a  
           smile.
   “Please, My Dear, ‘Charles,’ sweet Isabelle.
We are, this night, but Beau and beauteous Belle,
A suitor whom your many charms bequile.”
   “A suitor you say? And you’ll show me the Mystery?”
   She looked into his eyes. The fires of Hell
Seemed to be glowing there! She did not wish to flee!
Suddenly knew this Enchantment was no human guile!
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He held her with his glance. She could but sway
To the music of the waltz in eerie bliss.
The other revelers had paused to watch
Them, spinning on the floor. She had to catch
Her breath, as he bent over for one kiss
Upon her mouth. Then, with pent passions fey
He moved to place his lips upon her neck!
   The dance had stopped; he held her fainting form,
Revealing two long fangs–suddenly emerged
From the former smile. Her quick blood surged!
   And then–a trickle, coppery and warm
Flowed down her white throat and began to fleck
Bare cleavage and the bodice of her dress.
She fully swooned–but by Ecstasy consumed.
   He held her up with one arm as he drew
A dagger from his belt. Then he did slowly press
The blade along his bared chest–long entombed
By days, but thriving when each Sun was through–
   She wakened, and he held her close to kiss
And taste his blood. She knew then she was doomed,
Weird wife to the dead undead–his mistress new.
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In Transylvania
(a Trisengraf, my invented form)

In Transylvania,
  looming precariously atop a craggy summit,
    stands a grim and foreboding castle.

The infamous Vlad Dracul,
  Son of the Dragon, Knight of the Order,
    held sway over that thickly wooded realm.

Well remembered for the grisly impalings,
   certainly more famous–yes as “Defender of the Faith,”
     but better transformed as Stoker’s prototype of the undead.
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Curse of the Dragon’s Son
(a Pathya Vat)

The long years etch
these weathered walls.
To hidden halls
but wan light seeps.

This castle dark
a legend keeps
that never sleeps:
a tale most grim.

Castle Dracul!
Legends of him
great Evil limn–
a Thing Undead!

Nosferatu!
And it is said
multitudes bled!
Prince of Vampires!

Most foul Strigoi
from these tall spires
blood-lust desires
ranged forth to sate. 
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Man, maid, and child
met horrid fate–
Hell incarnate!
The realm’s hope failed.

As man, he had
Thousands impaled!
And, while they wailed,
he dined in glee!

Their agonies
by his decree
was but the fee
enemies paid.

Thus, dealing death,
his soul decayed.
The Devil made
an awful pact. 

Vlad would live on
by that contract,
could not retract
his loss of Soul.
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Some do contend–
As long years roll–
a heavy toll
he still exacts

upon the folk
in heinous acts.
These are the facts:
Many are found

sans Life, sans Blood!
upon the ground.
Some–sleeping sound–
then nightmares start,

And mesmerized–
though chilled of heart–
ere he depart,
their blood he draws.

Some such give up
their life that was.
‘Gainst Nature’s Laws
they too are turned!
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There are a few
mortals who’ve learned
if body’s burned,
or head taken;

if found by day–
drive a stake in
that forsaken
Demon’s heart;

or, caught by Day,
it will depart,
and its Black Art,
will end in smoke.

Vampire hunters
these can invoke
(to save pure folk):
a Holy Cross,

Holy Water–
To fend off loss.
And mirror’s gloss
won’t show the foe.
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But best beware,
before cock’s crow,
the locals know
to keep indoors.

While here the nights
are filled with horrors,
great Evil soars
on bat-like wings

far from these heights,
vile, curséd things
dark legend sings
spread far abroad.

The vampire’s ilk,
abhorred by God,
from this damned sod
range wide and far.

So be well-warned,
where’re you are,
‘neath moon and star
the night’s not safe.
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Poems
of

samhain /
halloween
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The Ghosts of Old Samhain*
(an Estribillo Sonnet)

The Estribillo: 
Grim ghosts, they still come out to haunt the night–
   Those souls once sacrificed on Old Samhain.*

The Ballad:  
Now “Halloween,” most think it fun,
   But paler far the Fright
Than that of those who saw no next-day sun,
   Grim ghosts, they still come out to haunt the night.

Those chosen mystically to meet the blade
   On this night may be seen
In blackness of umbrageous shade:
   Those souls once sacrificed on Old Samhain.
   
Beware them!–for they hate those who delight
   In Life, in Breath, in Joys that once had been!
Grim ghosts, they still come out to haunt the night–
   Those souls once sacrificed on Old Samhain.

*pronounced “Saw-when” or “Sa-ween”
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The Eve of November
(a poem in “Swinburnes”–

pattern used in his “Before the Mirror”)

October’s last sun is dying;
The West–blood red.
And more than bats are flying
Above the Dead.
Now has Samhain begun
With the sinking of the sun,
And the veil between the Two Worlds is ashred.

Now They are freely passing
Into our zone.
Some are phantoms amassing–
Not flesh and bone.
But some are solid forms;
A Legion grows and swarms–
Sent by the Lord of Darkness on his throne.

Most people don’t remember
The older name.
This advent of November
Is thought a game.
They call it “Halloween,”
But most have never seen
Beings your Life–your very Soul would claim!
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Yet, as the moon arises
In chill-wind sky,
There will be grim surprises–
And some will die.
Some will vanish in a trice,
Some by human sacrifice
By Druid blade when midnight’s moon is high.

Dark demons dire advancing,
Leading that train,
And heinous things are dancing–
Humankind’s bane.
Vampire and Ghoul and Ghost
Are numbered in that host,
And some that would drive the bravest quite insane.

Not only between the gloaming
Of this day and the next
(Such things are always roaming)
Can we be hexed.
But this day through that Gate,
Flung open wide by Hate,
By multitudes of minions we are vexed.
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While most are Trick-or-Treating,
Safe in their groups,
And likely won’t be meeting
True Terror’s troops,
It won’t be safe to wander
Beyond the towns–or yonder,
Away from havens when the Darkness droops.

Yes, Samhain is aborning
The sun has set!
Some safety may come by morning,
But don’t forget
Werewolf and Boggart dire,
Zombie and Djinn of Fire,
Demon and Witch are beings best unmet.

So, heed my warning, Stranger,
About this night:
From dusk to dusk, grave danger
May be your plight.
For there be things abroad
That were never made by God!
All Hell is loose! Every evil, wicked wight.
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The Ancient Crossing
(an attempt at a Proto-Indo-European* Sonnet)

Huge moon, full in firmament is riding;
Hours of midnight, of magic now nigh draw.
Things of dire Dark and Evil long hiding–
Things you, in your life ‘til now, ne’er saw–
This Halloween night, Samhain bright, appear.
Wights of myth, menace, and malice awake:  
Witches, warlocks, ghosts, and goblins now near;
Werewolves, vampires, ghouls our world seek to take!
This night, full of fright, they are all to fear.
Legends old, oft retold, true are proven.
Gossamer veil between great worlds is torn–
That curtain never perfectly woven.
   Abroad this night such horrors may be seen,
  Your awful wish will be that you’d never been.
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Incursion
(a Diamantes)

Samain
draws nigh.

Portals will open
between the Two Worlds.

Believed Laws of Nature defied
as They cross over.
Thin as gossamer

the dividing
veil.
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Ghazal for Samhain
(dodecasyllabics)

That night is drawing nigh, the night of Old Samhain.
Frightful sights may add to the darkness cold–Samhain!

Most think of jack-o-lantern smiles, cardboard cutouts
Of black cats, witches–not that dread threshold–Samhain!

Costumed children roam the gloaming, but–come Midnight– 
Stark Horrors! Tears rent in this safe world’s fold–Samhain!

Treats are bestowed. But Evil has some Tricks in store.
The unwary may true Terrors behold–Samhain!

Pagan cross-quarter, modern Eve of All Hallow’s:
That night might bone-chill even the most bold–Samhain!

In eldritch times, witches’ covens held their Sabbats.
These days much more than ghostly tales are told–Samhain!

In hidden places, some still practice sacrifice!
On sacred hilltops, balefires still blaze gold–Samhain!

Demons are loose! Phantasms straight from Hell draw near!
Called forth: all Things the nether regions hold–Samhain!

Fear–even in cities’ alleys and dark places–
What may appear, just as in wood or wold–Samhain!

There are Fates far worse than Death you may be certain.
Ones Soul can be Lost! Worse yet–it can be Sold!–Samhain!

Heed well my sayings! I am the seer Dinfran Klin.
My ghost warns; my body rests in the mould–Samhain!
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Convergence
(a Sonnet in Ancient Egyptian “Thought Couplets”*)

The time of Old Samhain draws nigh;
The aging year wanes toward the Long Night.
Rites of the ancient Celts are still practiced;
In hidden groves and dark dells old religion holds sway.
Most ignorant mortals today call it “Halloween,”
That day before the day of All Saints, “All Hallows Eve.”
The veil, a web of sheerest gossamer, is rent;
The fabric between Our world and Theirs is torn.
Meanwhile, a mockery of the horrors that truly spread abroad,
The unbelieving living costume themselves and feign to frighten;
They threaten “tricks,” not kenning how near is true Terror;
Yet some will discover how real are Legends of the Dark.
And still, in mystic rites and secret magic places, the chants rise;
The warding sacrifices continue beneath cold autumn skies.
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To keep Samhain from Being Dull

To keep Samhain from being dull,
It’s fun to hollow out a skull
Of orangish hue, poke out the eyes,
The nose, the mouth–then to surprise
All passers-by with evil grin–
A candle flickers bright within
To make that goblin face well seen
And light the night of Halloween. 
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The Veil Is Torn
[A “Three Dead Kings” Sonnet]

(done in Medieval Rhymed Alliterative Verses
in the meter of the poem “The Three Dead Kings”

from the Alliterative Revival era, ca A.D. 1425, likely earlier)

The full moon flits and scuds in fear-faced flight.
This night fey foes are afield, shadows are fraught
With wispers of woe. Each wicked, evil Wight
May roam our realm. Foul mayhem mought be wrought
By blasphemous beasts. And baleful beings will blight
Our bourne. Through the broken gate will be brought
Nemeses to our normal world. This Samhain night
All Nature’s nullified. All normal barriers are naught.
The fragile filament fails.
The seal is split asunder.
A horrific vile vista prevails!
Wicked wraiths of our wild nightmares wander.
And the perilous paths we must ponder
Prove the Terror-filled truths of our tales.
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POEMS
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The Future Howard Reader
(setting 3936 A.D. [or the equivalent], 

somewhere other than Earth)

“What do you study there?” asked Borothone
(In a tongue, of course, much different from our own). 
“A tome recovered from the Mother Earth,”
Replied Zirlee, the noted scientist.
“This one, I think, may be of some great worth.”

He strove to peer past ages that the Mist 
Of Time so quickly clouds.

There on the table 
(What we might say were pages “rollodexed,” 
Each leaf emplasticked, loose-fixed on central rod) 
He gently turned the pages, yet unable
To make sense of the letters. Still perplexed, 
But, making plodding progress, gave a nod.

“The cover fairly surely reads: ‘Strange Stories’ 
Or something very close. This one word–‘Tales’–
I’ve seen on more than one of the few remaining 
Books of this age. Perhaps great myths and glories 
Of this most ancient world await! ‘Red Nails’
These marks are title to this part.” Zirlee sat straining 
His knowledge and his mighty intellect.
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Clearly the pictures show a warlike time,”
Said Borothone, “This mighty one? Perhaps a god?

Nearby, an eons-old, entrapped insect– 
A prehistoric bee–was locked sublime In purest amber.

Neither understood 
(Those two great minds that labored on the text) 
The stripes of gold and dark that also wound 
Within the book before them, crystal-cased.
Neither yet knew (perhaps would never know, 
Perhaps Time’s workings had indeed erased)
The words that held sharp sting and honey sound 
To rival druid bards; those words could sing 
Great tales of wonder, by?–whoever he was–
Things touching their world, that world, or the next.

Yet they hoped on: “Hidden now,”
said Zirlee, “but I’ll find the key, I think.”

Meanwhile, multi-faceted and musing,
The bee’s eyes stared on those two who could blink. 

The frozen words were fain to twitch and buzz.
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The Cyborg Dilemma
(an irregular sonnet)

Beyond that world that’s new–not brave–
When there are countless clones of You;
After folks wondered what might come to view,
And that age-old world of mating we did not save–
Might it not be that the cradle IS the grave,
When brain and body meld in biomechanics,
After the suppression of initial panics,
When we finally decide to leave old Plato’s cave?
Won’t that sun be too bright for our “infirm delight?” 
Those eyes won’t see the same sky’s blue,
But other spectra, strange–though true.
Will they put star-scan grids upon the Night?
  Mind’s output to cold device won’t be the toll,
  But the machine’s input to the human soul.
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Reset
(a Bengali Tripadi-Triversen Sonnet)

“The wan light from the nearest star
(in cosmic terms not very far)
takes four point two two years to reach us here.

“But–what our science does not know–
just four point four eight years ago,
the universe imploded on itself.”

“But here, locked in this mental ward–
just as outside–there is no guard
Against the coming “Omnipocalypse.”

“I swear to you strange voices sang
of the reversal of ‘The Bang,’
and that no BANG!–, no whimper will be heard. 

“We’ve only three months (more or less)
to ponder just how Dark is Nothingness.”
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Fib-on-ac-ci-dent?
(a sci-fi Fibonacci / a “SciFibonacci?”)

Bright 
Dog Star,
Sirius,
and Orion’s belt–
why are they always so easy
to spot when we gaze?
Long ago,
were they
Home?
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Leaving Earth Behind
(rhymed couplets)

…For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could see,
Saw the Vision of the world, and all the wonder that would be;

Saw the heavens fill with commerce, argosies of magic sails,
Pilots of the purple twilight.…

–from “Locksley Hall” by Alfred, Lord Tennyson

Points of light with black between 
Hang like a painted scene 

Motionless, no nearer there 
Than on Earth, everywhere 
Equidistant from our ship. 

Heaven has given us the slip.
–from “Science Fiction Cradlesong” by C. S. Lewis

We’ve reached a point in history
Where Science thinks the Mystery
Of Everything is close to being
Solved. At least we’re seeing
Light at the ends of every tunnel.
Hence, it’s time to start to funnel
All that knowledge into work,
Delve where all our Future’s lurk.
First, we’ll do the colonization–
Almost a literal “re-Creation”–
We’ll set foot on beckoning Mars,
And then we’ll push off for the stars,
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Intent to find another spot–
Not too cold and not too hot.
There must be a trillion “Goldilocks Zones”
Out there, fit to hold our bones.
And each successful deep probe finds
Another place for Earthly minds.
As we escape This World in flight–
Pilots of the Purple Twilight.
 “Cradle of Mankind” they say,
“And in the cradle we can’t stay.”
But if we succeed the Void to roam,
Will the worlds we find be “home?”
When we’ve fulfilled our wanderlust–
Will our dust miss this Old Earth’s dust?
Ignoring threats of “global warming,”
We talk of future “terraforming.”
But oughtn’t we, for all we’re worth,
First re-terraform the Earth? 
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SCIFICTANKAS

Event Horizon
(a Tanka)

Centered black circle
ringed around with red-orange fire
pitch black beyond that
aura of sure destruction–
one of Sauron’s trillion eyes

Hide and Seek
(a Tanka)

Searching the Heavens–
perhaps, mankind’s oldest game–
seeking the hidden.
“Now close your eyes, count to an
 ‘umptillion.’  Then find Me!”
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Black Holes
(a “Trisengraf ”–invented form)

Now we have seen one (in a way)
   with curious and cunning technology–
      an array of telescopes big as the Earth.
 
Whatever the image shows,
   it’s not “real” today, for the gathered light
      is from 55 million years ago.

Yes, we know they exist, but God knows
   how long it will take–to fill all
      the holes in our knowledge, to find THE Secret.
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SCIFHAIKUS

The Edge

so far beyond reach
cosmic edge of everything–
dare we peek over?

Danger Zone?

search for exoplanets
afloat in “Goldilocks” zones–
but might there be Bears?
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FANTASY,
Myth, 

& Legend
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The Wheel of the Year
(a sequence in the Old Irish meter of Rannaighheacht Mhor*)

YULE

Old Year dies with Darkest Night.
Dim at Dawn the ghost light lies;
fleet flies day in grim grey dight;
the Sun through Noon’s Low height hies.

Time of Yule has come again,
when both End and Renewal
rule. The New Year must begin.
But, in Winter, Earth cries cruel.

Garner we the golden grain.
Hunger’s bane, bone-biting cold,
age-old ills, starvation’s pain
wanes if stock are in full fold.

Some led to slaughter–for feast;
all beasts cannot be well fed
in fair folks’ stead. They are least;
Druid priest rules they be bled.

Twelve days, mirth filled, we celebrate.
The Great Wheel turns, New Year’s birth
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will break dread dearth–Old Year’s fate–
soon or late give green to Earth.

Twelve long nights, by great log’s blaze,
we praise, through feasting and song,
the Great Mother’s strong wild ways.
Days lengthen; cruel Winter’s wrong

must die. And on the Twelfth Night
great bonfires alight. Flames fly
high toward the heavens. That bright
light helps the day’s dark deny.

Bold Dark Time, both Last and First,
worst in dreadful snow and cold,
for untold ages blessed, cursed,
we nurse the New, oust our Old.

IMBOLC

Imbolc. Fair Earth is fecund,
new seeds beckoned toward birth.
Dearth Days’ ending is reckoned.
This second quarter, make mirth.

Waters flowing deep have found
Earthbound Life. Rain and snowing
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are knowing in planted mound
Life in the dark ground growing.

Go we to the sacred well.
Druid’s tell the milk should flow,
Great Mother knows that this spell,
libation will swell, green grow 

The shoots as the sweet Spring nears.
untold years, meet that we meet,
defeat Winter, conquer fears.
Feasting cheers and fires great greet

world’s warming. Lambings will begin.
In Imbolc’s weather a charm:
alarm if Sun wears a grin
Cailleach’s bin she fills–hard harm. 

She wakes, gathers her firewood.
Then should all folk, for their sake,
make ready for more cold. But good
if Sky wears Hood. Winter will break.

Winter’s yolk’s end we foresee,
and so do all our free folk.
Icy cloak melts. Gather we 
‘round the sacred oak. Imbolc.
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OSTARA

Ostara opens the door
for new life. Now Spring begins.
Day, dark Night of equal length 
give strength.  O season bold, bright!

Balance between Life and Death!
Breath of the Earth–God of Green
marries Mother Earth again!
When the trickster hare hurries

once more through bramble and brush,
lush and wet, the land renews.
Nurtured in nests–strange eggs laid.
Eostre made a magic change:

found a bird with broken wing–
she saved the thing with spoken
spell, sorcery set to guard
with words. Now all stories tell

how it became an odd hare!
There, in rabbit nest, the god
one true bird trait left displayed.
Eggs are laid–now the hare’s fate!
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In field, fold, and forest wan
(Pan of eld, as tale is told)
the Horned God pipes in the green.
Broadly seen–Spring’s beauties born.

Dawn Sun God yolk, days lengthen.
White Goddess, strengthens the folk.
Full moon will see a great feast!
Ostara in East–Spring soon.

BELTANE

Sweet day of Beltane is born!
Both kine and corn in array
are blessed! May Earth’s green cloak worn
adorn now new soft Spring’s sway!

In keeping with our old ways,
as Sun soars, slays Winter’s sleep,
flames leap! Druid fires ablaze
in this phase, with dwimmer deep–

weird wizarding words of praise.
We bring the cattle. We herd
them betwixt two balefires’ blaze. 
Thus Earth’s blessings are conferred.
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Bedight by yellow flowers,
pure powers of Earth’s rebirth swell.
Now knell sounds of Winter’s hours.
Fire devours cold. We quell

the entrance of Aos Si;
we make offerings and dance,
prance over embers, and we
with glee bake bannocks, enhance

protection of flock and field,
wold and weald. So crops will grow
we know the bannock bits wield
power, yield blessings–so we throw

some to the Si to guard sheep,
keep safe our kine, and to ward
fox, wolf from our yards. The Deep
of Dearth is done. Sleeping hard

for long, the loved Earth awakes,
shaken from rest with strong song.
Along World’s Rim warm dawn breaks,
streams fill lakes, birds join the throng.
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LITHA

Litha! Leaping sun flies high!
Nigh the longest day we praise,
raise our chants, the Dark defy,
glorify the Long Day’s rays.

On High Hills the Great Fires rise.
Dark’s demise comes with the dawn.
Gone Earth’s Deathtime. Summer skies
smile as flies Sol’s fire disk, drawn

by the bright Steeds of the Day.
Songs pray to the Lord of Light.
Bright green, Earth’s Mother holds sway.
At bay the might of nether Night.

Midsummer! Smoke rises, brings
Kings’ clash! The Holly and Oak
convoke both Night and Light. Things
balance! But Dark Wings invoke

drear dwindling of each next day,
vexed, they march toward Yule of year.
But cheer we now–no dismay
allays our Sun-blessed play here.
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LUGNASADH

First fruits of Old Earth we glean!
Earth’s green has now turned to gold!
In field and in fold are seen
the scenes of a tale retold.

Once again the god has won;
Strong Sun and the ample rain
and Lugh’s mighty strain have done
to death Blight–the harvest’s bane.

We bake bread, offer a bull;
A full feast, merry we make.
Holy Lake and Holy Well
shall we travel to this week.

Athletic contests we hold.
From of old the games are set,
Met from wide and far, the bold
over wold race horses yet,

still stick-fight, throw weights around.
Matches found as maid meets beau.
All know Life’s riches abound
as sounds of our revels grow.
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The three-faced god do we praise;
raise altars to Lugh, and grace
those places with grain. Sun’s rays
warm, but the shadows trace,

in longer lines on the grass,
lingering but lessening song.
The thronging of birds yet bless
Day’s Reign–but each day less long.

MABON

Day and dark are twins again,
when the Divine Sun holds sway.
We pray to Mabon and Matron.
Harvest begins; feast and play

mark Autumn’s opening, blessed
with zest for Life. And we sing,
praising the Horned God’s quest–
the Test each long year to bring

plentiful the Harvest Home,
roam forest and fold. For he
frees–though briefly–Winter’s gloom–
though looms the yearly Death he’ll see.
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Thanks all give, bounty sharing,
faring into Earth’s Great Fall.
Year End’s pall, stalled by caring,
dare not mar Life’s joyous call.

SAMHAIN

Samhain begins. Blessed Sun dies
down skies turned blood. So now,
though years Bright Half fleetly flies,
hies, as once more it must go,

glow the Great Fires, Druids round,
sound strong prayers, to abate
fell Fate to which Earth is bound.
Found by fey fiends. Now is The Gate,

by feared Lord of Death flung wide,
denied to damned wights through the year,
they near us now, this eventide,
ride abroad to hound us here.

Don we now grim mask and guise,
pray cries will ward off fiendish foes.
Bright go embers to black skies,
rise and fade as Earth’s warmth goes.
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Great Fires light the way for friends.
Though ends the Year’s bright half this night,
we pray it frightens, trust it sends
Evil to wend home at its sight.

Feasting, we set special places
for faces we shall no more see.
Though dead they be, some traces
may grace our living family.

Harvest store must all be home.
Roam the grazing stock no more;
gore of slaughter lies on loam–
some saved, to breed as before.

Bones bare from slaughter and feast
are cast into the central fire–
where Druids, as through ages past
have blessed those the gods require.

Year’s Bright Half must be reborn–
Horned God, Great Mother. So, this night,
rite of human blood is borne.
The Torn Veil must be mended right.
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La Bête: The Beast of Gévaudan
 (a hendecasyllabic sequence of Bref Doubles*)

I
From two-and-a-half centuries in the past,
Come ghastly, grim tales from Province Gévaudan, 
That green, rolling region in the South of France, 
About a dire, dread creature roaming the wold.
Horrible murders–more than 100 killed!
Where terrible, gruesome bloody rivers ran!
Some bodies were ripped asunder it is said–
Throats torn full out and beheadings manifold.
Most who survived described it as a huge wolf;
But differently colored, different shape of head,
And far, far larger than that beast’s normal kind,
With “giant teeth” and “a long tail” it was told.
In 1764 the curse began.
The King would offer gold for the creature dead.

II
The first victim was the young girl Jeanne Boulet,
Only fourteen, but shepherdess to her flock.
Last day of June in 1764,   
Idling on the hillside, she sang to her sheep,
At first not noticing the shape that approached,
Until the flock began bleating together,
Loudly, in a frenzy, they began to run.
Crook in hand, she spun–but already aleap
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Was something her nightmares never held before!
In seconds, her killer had torn out her throat
And begun a gruesome meal ‘neath the setting sun–
Feast of flesh and organs through wounds long and deep!
Bleats!…Screams! brought the folk of the town on the run.
But too late they found that vile scene of horror.

III
Within months, others–mostly young girls and boys–
Were attacked, some in broad daylight, by La Bête.
And tales of ripped throats, torn and scattered remains,
Spread all over France and came to the King’s ear.
Louis gave commands that the thing be hunted,
This scourge of Gévaudan, this source of terror.
What was this thing, like a wolf but weirdly odd?
There were many theories on this source of Fear:
“It is but a huge wolf that stalks hills and plains.”
“It’s some hideous creature as yet unknown!”
“No! A loup-garou–a man-wolf lost by God!”
“It is an insane man,” sang one balladeer.
Whatever it was, the Terror spread far and near.
For fully three years, this monster would maraud. 

IV
Some few, as a group, had met it and survived–
Jacques Portefaix and seven bold young men–
Were given stipends for fending off its rush,
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Tasked to find and kill this terror of the land.
And brave Captain Duhamel of the dragoons
Was challenged with firmest orders to begin
The quest to find and end this scourge of mankind.
‘Twas thought that nothing could escape his bold band.
Jean Charles d’Enneval and his son Jean-Francois 
Were sent to Gévaudan. They were asked to find 
And kill it–these Wolf Hunters who might prevail
Over the dreaded Beast, at the king’s command. 
All were tasked to bring an ending to that Sin
Against all Nature, that Beast in Hell designed.

V
Some thought, when Antoine de Beaterne killed a wolf–
One great in size, also somewhat odd in form–
In that September of ’65, they thought
That the horror was over, La Bête was dead.
But just three months later, cold December saw
Two women, one child wounded, a young girl killed.
The Beast lived! It was noted–a fact quite weird–
Many attacks with the full moon overhead!
Many believed a werewolf was what they sought.
But how to explain slaughters in broad daylight?
It’s certain events in the sky had appeared
To one astrologer as portents of dread:
April’s moon was eclipsed. Two weeks later brought
May’s solar eclipse–as June of the first death neared.
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VI
But the courage shown by Marie-Jeanne Valet,
A demoiselle walking alone o’er the fields,
Wisely she had armed herself–a homemade spear
Was ready at hand. She had well prepared.
While crossing a woodland between two branches
Of a stream dividing her farm from the next,
She was startled! La Bête appeared behind her,
Snarling, fangs bared, and Marie-Jeanne was quite scared!
To the large “dog-like” thing she showed not her fear,
But turned to the creature to fend off or kill.
She thrust hard at the beast and reddened its fur.
The thing yowled in pain, to the forest repaired.
The scourge had then lasted for more than a year.
(Her courage is marked by a statue in Auvers.)

VII
For two more long years, the ghastly horrors mounted.
Many slaughtered, leaving guts and gory pools!
The hillsides were killing fields! What lay ahead?
But, summer ’67, one clever man–
Just in case the werewolf theory might prove true–
Made silver bullets from holy amulet
Forged. He went to hunt for this unholy thing.
Jean Chastel was his name, and his crafty plan
Proved successful. He tracked and shot the beast dead,
A ball of righteous silver piercing its heart.
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A dead wolf of great size that Chastel did bring
To the High Courts of France for all there to scan.
And all of them marveled. Well-pleased was the King
For it seemed ‘twas the end of this thing of dread.

VIII
Though no killings or slaughter thereafter befell,
There are many who still doubt the deed of Chastel
Was the reason the killings came to an end.
Some blamed portents again–for up in the sky
A comet quite bright at the time killings ceased–
Some thought was the signal for that dreadful beast
To return to its Hell-home, no longer to prey
Upon Gévaudan. Although none can deny
The end of attacks. But some people still say
A madman or loup-garou, lusting for blood,
Some say “escaped lion,” some even contend
“Hyena!” The tale lingers to mystify.
But any who would Gêvaudan’s forests wend
Should pray that past Terror won’t return today.
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Merlin’s Vision
 (A poem in the Welsh measure

of Cywydd Llosgyrnog)

I am that Mage of Arthur’s time.
Taliesin chanted out this rhyme–
It shall chime through countless pages.
Through Logres and beyond I go;
The language of all things I know
And the woe and weal of ages.

In aiding Uther, scheme I spun:
I’d take his firstborn, infant son.
The deed done, I’d watch him grow,
Not kenning his great destiny
Would change all Britain’s history–
Like the sea, too vast to know.

I watched him as a boy at play–
Stepfather Ector, brother Kay–
‘Til the day destiny loomed.
Not even in his deepest sleep
Did he ken the path he would keep:
Wondrous Road that was foredoomed.
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Ere long, at tournament revealed,
The young lad’s fate, the future sealed,
Stone would yield the Sword of Kings.
And, holding high that mighty blade,
He stood. The new King had been made!
Ne’er to fade, the brave tale sings.

I saw the future laid out plain:
The joys of righteous might, the pain
That Love’s bane can bring the heart.
How noble knights would meet their end,
How victories to defeat would wend,
And both friend and wife depart.

And I was watching by the lake
To see the King a new sword take–
And the wake of wondrous arm.
Excaliber, that storied brand,
The King would wield with mighty hand,
In command through health and harm.

His reign would bring brief Camelot,
A time of Good, but soon forgot;
It was not to last for long.
For Morgan Fey’s and Modred’s plan
Would lead to battle at Camlann—
So began the final song.
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I shall not tell where he has gone,
Nor where is storied Avalon,
Nor speak of the Islands Blessed.
But there he lies, in wondrous sleep,
Dreaming of promises to keep,
In the deep of well-earned rest.

But it is true what legends say:
Soon or late, there will come a day
When, in fray, the tide will turn.
And Britons all will call for him
To face dire troubles grave and grim.
When Hope dims–he shall return! 
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Minoan Messages

Where Thera lay, proud Minoan colony,
The island town of Santorini lies
In terraces of stark white ‘gainst the skies,
Rising in beauty above the azure sea.

Near four millennia later, most scholars think
This place gave birth to Plato’s wondrous story
Of Great Atlantis and its fabled glory
And how that glory ‘neath the sea did sink.

And they were prosperous, wonderfully advanced–
Long, long ago before the Earth rebelled
And from its angry bowels foul Death expelled–
They throve and were happy ere disaster chanced.

They were proud citizens of a marvelous nation. 
Miles to the south, King Minos’ land–now Crete–
Held sway with scion Thera. A great fleet
Ruled trade all through that early civilization. 

But came a day of wonder and stark terror,
A day of fire and tremors, hot steam and death–
When flesh was melted or the ash-stopped breath
Left none alive who once had reveled there.
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Likely there was some warning, and a fleet
Set sail to the South, the Theran folk to save–
Only to sink when the great tsunami wave
Swept o’er them and moved on to ruin Crete.

Then Mycenæans and others from mainland Greece–
As archeo-historical records show–
Soon claimed the islands, laid the Minoans low
Through years of war, until they reigned in peace. 

But such is the persistency of humankind
That, after centuries, things buried in long death
Will, once again, spring forth–as if new breath
Revived the dead and gone, things lost to mind. 
 
And Knossos’ labyrinthine ways were found,
With frescoes wondrous and a stone-hewn throne!
In long-dead Thera–what no one had known–
Advanced Akrotiri struggled from the ground!

And, just as Keats had noted about the urn,
Art has its ways of keeping things alive,
And things once lost can be found, bloom, and thrive–
The artists’ fires of passion once more burn.
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Just so, in Knossos and Thera there are souls–
Not only of the spirit but material,
Works at once substantial and æthereal–
Immortal: chief of every Artist’s goals.
 
Bare-breasted beauties with flagons of fine wine
Or harvesting saffron from the crocus flower–
They still enthrall the eye with a mystic power,
Although their models long in dust recline.

In one, a fresco of a strange pastime,
A boy leaps over a bull….
            He’s frozen there,
Never to find the earth from the blue-paint air.
But nowise dead. The lad has leapt past Time.
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Redcap
(A Ballad of the Border Country)

Along the Tweed, an ancient row
   Of stony ruins runs.
Grey-grim and stark, they fell below
   Two-hundred thousand suns.

The years swept over tall peel towers,
   Castles, and cairns for bone.
With trials of Time and Nature’s powers–
   Their rubble sleeps alone.

And yet, not quite alone are they
   Across that country wide,
From Berwick to the Tower of Wrae
   And down to Cardrona side.

For there are wights about at nights
   Among those fallen stones.
Within the ruined towers, strange lights
   Are seen. A cold wind moans.

Long gone the days when watch fires blazed
   Along that row of forts.
But, Traveler, you would be amazed,
   For still a light–of sorts–
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Can be seen if you dare to come too near
   To those abandoned places.
And you’ll have every cause for fear
   When you behold their faces!

They are those of the Unseely Court,
   Gnomes you must rightly dread.
Flee for your life’s your best resort,
   Or you will sure be dead!

He is Redcap, and stands his guard
   At those old fallen towers
And your spilt blood is his reward
   If you fall ‘neath his powers.

He’s short, thick-framed, with long grey hair,
   With razor-sharp, long nails.
If, in the night, you dare his lair,
   And Scripture chanting fails;

Sometimes a Cross will send him gone,
   Those iron boots will clank.
But if you survive until the dawn,
   You’ve surely God to thank.
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Far better to beware. Don’t dare
   Those old stones ‘neath the moon.
For there is Death residing there,
   And it will come full soon.

For holy signs and Bible verse
   Are rarely safe. Instead,
A fool falls victim to the curse;
   Hurled stone will crush his head.

Sometimes, old Redcap’s halberd chops
   And takes the head clean off.
Or spear-point rips out guts. He stops
   And then his cap he’ll doff.

His name is true; his cap is red,
   Made scarlet in its hue
By soaking blood spilled from the dead!
   Most horrible to view!

‘Tis stained, but decked with grim black gouts,
   Dried from his many kills.
When his foul fun is done, he shouts
   To echo from the hills.
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So, heed my tale. Do not go near–
   If you would keep your breath–
Those piles of stone bring more than fear;
   You’ll likely meet your death.

Leave Redcap and his ilk alone.
   Stay home–and lock your doors.
Let the night wind keen and moan
   Through ruins fraught with horrors.
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The Wooing of the Witch
(a Ballad Sonnet–an experiment and invented form)

It was in and about the time of Samhain,
  And the coloured leaves were afallin’,
When Sir John Grey of the East country
  Fell in love with the witch Cruellen.

He wooed and he wooed for many a day,
  But she spurned all his advances.
She said, “Bold, Sir, if thou wouldst my hand win,
  Thou must take some dangerous chances.”

“Thou hast but to name these dangers to face,”
  Replied the love-lorn knight.
“Thou must kill the Wood Beast and bring me its head,
  Then I will thy wife be hight.”

    Sir John swiftly went on the witch’s quest.
    What happened to him can only be guessed.
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The Birth of Freolaf
A fragment from the Freolafsmol in Fornyrthislag* [Old Measure]

When Freolaf came forth into this fierce world,
As Raedwyn wrote in his Red Book,
The sky-candle shone in welkin so high,
A raven riding that realm’s winds.

That Sage saw then with sorcerer’s sight,
Pondering these portents, a pattern
The life that the lad was fated to lead:
Great wight of war, far wandering.

With brave, blue eyes that boy would see
Wonders of this wide world.
He would grow great in guile and cunning,
Strong of limb, stern and stalwart.

The Wizard would weave words of protection,
Those blessings would prove a boon
As the boy braved the broad lands and blasts
Of the Sea’s assaults in seasons to come.

Forsooth! It was fine this coming forth,
This awakening to the world’s awe.
Freolaf would fare as the “Far-Treader,”
Ranging ‘neath Sun and the Raven’s Road. 
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Freolaf* at the Bridge
A Fragment from the Freolafskvitha

(A Futharkarian, my invented form–in Malahattr*)
F     Freolaf was fell in battle’s face;
U    Under strong spells he stood his ground.
     THis worthy thane threw fear aside
A     smote with strength the savage foe.
R    Rædwyn the Red Mage Runes had wrought,
c     Keen the courageous should conquer foes,
G   Giving great help a magical gift,
W  When that great warrior went to the fray.
H   He alone held with hero’s might,
N   Not a single knight who neared the youth–
I      Intent on inflicting injury or death–
J    Joyed as he joined the jolts of war.

    AEsir would aid this ætheling bold;
P    Planning his peril would prove short-lived.
Z    Zeal and able axe they also aided,
S    Stood this young slayer single on that bridge.
T   Terrible trials he knew but true to his king,
B    Blow after blow he battered the foe.
E    Even his enemies, eager to conquer,
M   Marveled at his might– so many he slew.
L    Long will his Lay last with the people,

 SiNGing his soNG. StroNG did he stand,
D   Daring grim Death, doing his duty,
O   Only obeying the old king’s command.
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*The name Freolaf means “Lover of Freedom.” The name of 
the mage Rædwyn means “Friend of Wisdom or Council.” 
Of course the “Lay” or “-kvitha” of Freolaf is not traditional, 
but my fiction. The “Ballad” or “-mol” of Freolaf, the same.
   The inspiration for the poem is the form known as the 
Abecedarian–a poem, the first letters of the lines of which, 
are in alphabetical order.
   The lines begin with the letters of the Elder Germanic Fu-
thark–in sequence. Note that the rune for TH and the rune 
for NG are single “letters.”
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The Dutchman

“I believe I only live to speak this tale–
‘Tis sure there’s no one else alive to tell
About that voyage to the Gates of Hell.
I’ve seen her! Saw her hoving in full sail
Straight down upon us, suddenly appearing!
And on her decks–Oh! what a ghastly view!
All skeletons made up that hideous crew!
Grim, at her wheel, that curséd Captain steering:
 ‘May I be damned if we’ll head into anchor!
We’ll round the Cape, or may we never land
Until the Day of Judgement is at hand!’
So cried out Van der Decken in his rancor.
    That Ghost Ship sailed right through us abroadside–
    And then moved on across the black waves wide.

We all stood watching her, agape, aghast–
Grey, yet transparent as she faded quite
Into the darkness of that moonless night–
And tossed about by the moaning wild wind’s blast
Her tattered sails and broken mizzen mast
Gave further proof to us of the omen dire:
That those who see her will–quite soon–expire.
And, suddenly, with only moments passed,
I stood in horror: my shipmates one by one
Dropped to the deck down dead–Yes! Everyone!
All, all but me. I am the very last.
    I swear The Dutchman’s real–you must believe!”
    Then he died, wild-eyed, with only me to grieve.
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Jenny Greenteeth
(a Ballad of Lancashire)

“Jenny Greenteeth will have thee if thee goest on’t river banks”
–warning of a Lancashire mother to her child

from Percy Green A History of Nursery Rhymes
(London: Greening and Co. 1899), 41.

“A malicious water-hag, we are told, dwelt there whose name was 
Jenny Greenteeth. She was in the habit of seizing those who came 

too near her abode and dragging them down into its depths…
they were seen no more.

–‘Review: Old Moss Side’, Notes and Queries 1
(1904, 10th series), 319

That’s not just duckweed on that pond–
   What seems a nice green floor.
Don’t wander too near to the brink.
   That strange growth is Death’s door!

There lurks beneath a boggart cruel
   Whose long arms will ensnare
Unwary children wandering near
   And drag them down! Beware!

For “Jenny Greenteeth” waits below
   That mask of rolling green.
And some who risk the water’s edge
   Are never again seen.
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To some she’s yclept “Grindylow”–
   ‘Tis just another name
That some folk use about this horror,
   This fearsome Hell-spawn dame.

Grown men and women, some have dared
   To stray beside a fen.
Some have been caught–and eaten!–but
    That hag prefers children!

A taste for human flesh she has–
   Most specially the young.
And, all around that countryside,
   The warning rhymes are sung.

And rumors ‘round the Shire all tell
   It’s not one pond alone,
But she ‘neath many a watery grave
   Has gnawed on many a bone.

Small streams and rivers too she haunts
   Where e’re green mosses glide.
Many long, sinewy arms have caught,
   Pulled under–where they died!
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Like weeds she floats her long green hair,
   To hide what lies beneath–
Fell, wrinkled arms and clutching claw,
   And a maw with sharp green teeth.

So, children, fear the water’s edge;
   Young maidens, fear that brink,
Bold warrior thinking naught’s to dread–
   To Horror thou mought sink.

Yea! Heed thee well this tale I tell.
   This boggart lurks beneath
Stale pools and marshy fens and becks.
   To meet her means your death.

So heed, ye all, these warning words,
   Ne’er say thou hast not been told.
For Jenny Greenteeth waits for those–
   Foolish or overbold. 
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The Blue Men of the Minch
A Ballad of the Scottish Islands

When the tide is at the turning and the wind is fast asleep, 
  And not a wave is curling on the wide, blue deep, 
Oh, the waters will be churning in the stream that never smiles, 
  Where the Blue Men are splashing round the charméd isles.
                    –from an Old Boatman’s Folksong

One group of the fallen angels
   Was divided into three,
And they dwell in three dominions:
   The land, the sky, the sea.

The Fay-Folk, the Dark Fairies,
   Inhabited the land.
Sky-Dancers of the Northern Lights
   Put on displays quite grand.

But between the Outer Hebrides
   And Scotland wild waves flow.
Where stretches wide the rolling Minch
   The Blue Men dwell below.

Though blue, they look like human-kind–
   But far more strong of limb.
Whether in calm or storm–look close!
   And you might see them swim.
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When the Minch is calm and quiet,
   They skim just beneath the flood;
They will play about like dolphins,
   But don’t think they mean you good.

When the winds are howling wildly,
   And the waves are crowning white,
And the salt-foam flies and stings your eyes,
   Their blue bodies come in sight.

Then from waist to head they’re gliding
   All around each foaming crest,
They might seek to sink your vessel,
   And you’ll pray that you are blessed.

Quite unlike the fishy mermaids,
   They have legs to swim or stand.
They will sometimes board a vessel
   And make a bold demand.

Casks of ale they’ll likely ask for,
   Or offer visits to their cave,
Best comply you with the former,
   If your life you wish to save. 
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Far below the roiling waters
   They dwell in caverns deep,
And unless you offer tributes,
   You might know a dead man’s sleep.

They can churn the tempest’s waters
   Calling up cold, lashing mists.
They can batter in the strongest hull
   With blue and bashing fists.

So beware ye all, brave fishermen
   Who sail those Scottish seas,
And all who would go sailing
   Even in those islands’ lees.

For many’s the man who’s lost his life
   In the Minch’s froth and foam–
And many’s the vessel anchored
   Near the Blue Men’s cavern home.
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Metapoetry,
Homages,
and some

traditional
verse
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Wordsmiths of the Weird
(a Doha Sonnet)

So many poets who found the pages of Weird Tales,
From great to woefully bad, they found a place.
The pages of a monthly must, after all, be filled;
Thus, not all offerings shared an equal grace.
But of those poets who successfully submitted
Their lines to the judges of the pulpy Dark,
Some few stood out–and still stand out as masters in craft;
Each man of a group of three has made his mark:
Clark Ashton Smith, true “smith” of euphonious verses;
And young Bob Howard, who championed story poems;
H. P. Lovecraft who showed us the Fungi from Yuggoth; 
Voices still living where weird poetry roams.
Others, like Wandrei, Drake, and Quick, adorned those pages
And gave us verses for the Weirding Ages. 
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The Work of Art in the Age 
of Free & Instant Distribution

[with a nod toward Walter Benjamin*]
(irregular sonnet)

We’ve passed the Time when–who would be a poet,
Author, artist, or musician fought hard for fame–
When word of mouth or written page would show it
After passed trials, setbacks suffered to gain acclaim.
Now it’s as simple as a keyboard’s button push:
And huge amounts of shite go flying forth,
Obscuring works of true merit in the crush,
Unjuried, unabashed, unschooled–sans worth. 

The mind confronts a field too vast for mowing.
Into each Canon’s harbor too much detritus slips–
Digitized–upon the æther free. 
The chaff cannot be tossed without the winnowing.
And though a tide at flood will raise all ships,
The raft cannot be worthy of the Sea.

*See Walter Benjamin’s “The Work of Art in the 
Age of Mechanical Reproduction”
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Weird Verse Should Strive
(a Loop” Sonnet - Italian Sonnet base)

Weird verse should strive to reach for ungained heights:
Heights of the strange, the new, the fraught with fear.
Fear the intent, finding the words that near–
Near what might keep the reader awake at nights.
Nights are, of course, meet settings for the plights– 
Plights destined to make the blear come shocking clear.
Clear, yet–impossible! We’re forced to peer–
Peer into unmapped zones, see dreadful sights:

Sights through the glass of words, but dim and darkly.
Darkly at first, but then strange shadows gleam–
Gleam with a vivid glow, and sights are seared.
Seared in the readers’ minds, full grim and starkly–
Starkly strange wights appear–the reader must scream!
Scream silently, perhaps, but they’ve met The Weird. 
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The White Face
(a Coffman’s Sonnet–Type 1)

I see it there, stark white and menacing,
Glaring at me, contending with my mind.
Oft I’ve beheld the pallor of that face
Here, in this still, secluded, tome-filled place
Where one may–if they seek well–surely find
Some Secrets in the Art of Summoning.

Sometimes it looks at me–as if to lure!–
Inviting me to fill that bleak, blanched space,
That achromatic realm the blank face knows; 
Daring me to make tracks through those snows.
Sometimes, to that barren, uninviting place–
When the visage lowers–strong barrier is sure.

Who would be Sage of Sound and Minstrel Mage
Must meet the challenge of the Empty Page.
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The Majority [and] Rules
(irregular sonnet)

In that democracy of human thought and worth
Not one should be disqualified by birth.
Just so, the merest fact of a live condition
Does not outweigh the vast weight of Tradition.*
Old ways should not be led like lambs to slaughter,
Nor beautiful babes thrown out with the bath water.
Ways that are tried and proven, tritely True,
Should not be slain on the altar of “The New.”

For if one works to build a structure tall,
Or add thereto with new blocks finely hewn,
The lower stones removed–the tower will fall–
And wide the ruined rubble will be strewn.
Thus should we strive Tradition’s Hill to climb.
The truest honors are bestowed by Time.

*“Tradition means giving a vote to that most obscure of all classes, our 
ancestors. It is the democracy of the dead. Tradition refuses to submit 
to the small and arrogant oligarchy of those who merely happen to 
be walking about. All democrats object to men being disqualified by 
the accident of birth; Tradition objects to their being disqualified by 
the accident of death. Democracy tells us not to neglect a good man’s 
opinion, even if he is our groom; tradition asks us not to neglect a 
good man’s opinion, even if he is our father.”
  –G. K. Chesterton, Orthodoxy, Chapter 4, 
     “The Ethics of Elfland”
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The Conjuring
(an irregular Italian Sonnet)

Often by day, but often by candle light,
The Conjurer makes ready for the task,
Called by some voice that will not cease to ask,
A Spirit demanding that–through words and sleight
Of mind–a Thing be called forth from oblivion
To find a life among us in this Zone,
To live among us–though not flesh and bone.
The Sage, thus summoned, halts at first–but then:

The chanting inner voice first sinks, then swells;
Thoughts tangle in the mind, wild wordings rage…
Then coalesce, rewarding the conjuring Mage  
With a gift most worthy of enduréd hells
And the sweet and bitter draughts from Muse’s Wells.
A poem appears most wondrously on a page.
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The Harp of Robert
(for Robert E. Howard)

(a Chestertonian Ballad as in The Ballad of the White Horse)

“As he sang of Balder beautiful,
Whom the heavens could not save,
Till the world was like a sea of tears

And every soul a wave. . . .
And I know there are gods behind the gods,

Gods that are best unsung. . . .”

–G. K. Chesterton
   The Ballad of the White Horse,
   Book III “The Harp of Alfred”

He heard the harp of Alfred
Who travelled in disguise,
King’s harp against his shoulder,
King’s Truth against their lies,
Down to the campfires of the Danes.
His songs, as embers, rise

From the clash of the creeds embattled,
There on Old England’s green,
To ride on the winds undying
To a poet young and keen.
The young man praised the king’s brave heart,
But, alas, he did not ween
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The message full of promise,
The song defiant set
Against the Foes of Morning,
Whom the king had tricked and met–
How Hope is a bright thing to cherish.
But, alas, the lad would forget.

But he didn’t forget the singing
And the wondrous power of song,
And his own tales soon went winging
To start new worlds along,
Fire-filled, blood-brimmed, embattled,
Sung in new chants free and strong.

And we’ve heard the Harp of Robert
And the strings he strummed to life:
Tales of the long, hard journey
That’s full of grief and strife,
Strong songs of that long surrender
Of which this world is rife.

But some songs had no singing,
Great yarns left unspun, untold.
For the young bard made his choices
As his few seasons rolled,
Took up a harp of iron grim,
But made it sing like gold.
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How many tales? No telling.
New trails you might have trod?
How many more, young Robert –
Too soon beneath the sod –
If you had heeded Alfred’s words
And known a different God?
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Taking Measures
(an irregular sonnet)

The salt of the  Earth and the salt of the Sea–
Same salt in the blood that flows in me.
The regular route of Birth–Life–Death
Is traveled by all who ever draw breath.
And the Seasons run through their steady course,
No matter how fickle is Nature’s Force.
Normalized cadence and chime abound
And–deep in us–meter and rhyme are found.

Ancient Bards knew formal rhythms keep
A special force that we can’t ignore,
And rhyming lines won’t let Memory sleep.
Verse–still the language that touches The Core.
For even the wide, wild, measureless Deep
Laps or crashes…its metered waves upon the shore. 
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The Twilight Zone
(an homage)

(an English “Megasonnet”–invented form)

Awed, we learned there was another dimension,
As vast as Space, as Timeless as Infinity;
Somewhere–quite close–between the Light and Shadow,
Somewhere between our Science and Superstition.
Its Doorway opened with Imagination’s key.
Beyond that door, glimpsed through the TV’s glow,
We found a realm between the pit of our fears
And the summit of our knowledge. It was a place
Not only of Sight and Sound–but of the Mind!
And so we watched, enthralled, through several years–
Spellbound by stories none can e’er erase
From memories with our own fantasies entwined.
Each week, we traveled to that wondrous land
Where Unreason and the Impossible often dwelt,
Where things transpired quite hard to comprehend–
Screened Tales of Silver we sought to understand.
Yes! We reveled in things we thought and felt
Brought on by that series–saddened it had to end.  

A Zone between our amazement and our dread,
A place of wonderment and vistas grand.…
But look! There is a signpost up ahead!
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Adam and the Eildon Tree
(for Adam Bolivar)

Young Adam slept under the Eildon Tree
   With his head at its trunk anent.
While sleeping, the Queen of the Fay Folk
   Wild inspirations sent.

Most strange were the visions she gave him,
   As he slept ‘neath that magic tree.
For he saw clear the fair Land of Faerie,
   And he shows us through balladry.
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Antikithera
(an English Sonnet)

It’s now thought that Archimedes long ago,
On his island home of fabled Syracuse,
Somehow combined what ancient minds did know
And built a device of most amazing use.
The gathered wisdom of those who watched for years,
Over untold centuries, who picked the Cosmos’ locks,
Was crafted into a device with wheels and gears–
All placed within a simple wooden box. 

But it was lost for ages when a Roman boat
Sank ‘neath the Aegean’s waves of rolling blue,
And hid the wonder of that time remote.
Now modern minds amaze at what they knew!
   As if we could hold it close beside our ears
   And listen to the Music of the Spheres. 
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Cassandra
(a trisengraf )

Apollo in anger, when you refused to honor
  his gift of prophecy with promised favors,
    could not take back that power.

But alter it he could, and so your foresight was for naught;
  your words of Truth fell on unbelieving ears;
    your visions of what would come were all unheeded.

But nobler by far your plight
  than that of those who heed false visions
   from “seers” who are darkly, evilly, oft purposefully blind.
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Odin
(a trisengraf )

I too have wandered the Earth in disguise,
   but not with a raven on each shoulder or wolves to lead,
      nor have I ridden upon any eight-legged steed.

I have not given up an eye in order to see,
   nor been hanged on an oak for days, spear-wounded,
      nor met Fenrir and his mighty jaws.

But a long traveling, travailing struggle has also been mine, 
   and I hope to take a place at the mead benches,
      pray to go down fighting, as befits the brave and wise.
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L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E [?Poetry?]
(A Referent Comment on “Irreference”)

(couplet sonnet)

Let’s throw a bunch of words upon a page
And see just how a reader might engage–
With free rein to allow the connotations
To ramble through the mind’s confabulations–
With such a hodge podge sans significance.
Let the magisterial reader dance
Around the lie those words were laid by chance.
“Huge cloudy symbols of a high romance”
Are surely absent. And no “magic hand”
Is allowed to “trace their shadows.” Nothing grand
Emerges from this hiding of the quill
And hand and mind that spilled words with a will.
The reader might as well give up and go
To the blather spewed by (as bad) OuLiPo.    
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Post-
(an English Sonnet)

This age of ours–it seems to me–is flawed.
Things and Ideas “Old” must be replaced.
Post-reason, post-morality, post-God.
Upon what premise is this “posting” based?
Post-modernism, Post-structuralism, “Neo-”All!
That Traditions are deemed anathema is scary;
All concepts and things passé are meant to fall!
It makes me dread the Post-Contemporary!
We race toward Virtuality–Post-Real.
Email, (anti)social media, thoughtless “tweets,”
Replace the well-wrought letter’s personal feel.
This Brave New Age the stable Old unseats.
    All we have tried and tested–proven True–
    Is threatened by this awful need for “New.”
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Rapa Nui
(a Coffman’s Sonnet, Type 2–in heptameters)

Along the coast of Rapa Nui, staggered or staged in a row,
The moai stand unblinking, staring out on the ageless sea.
Another row of fifteen stand as guardians–chiefs of yore.
In some, with ghostly coral eyes, obsidian pupils glow.
The Rongo Rongo “Talking Wood” is still a mystery,
And so the seekers cannot see what those eyes saw before.

It’s known when the Cult of the Ancestors died, the Bird Man  
               Cult arose.
Each year each clan would choose a strong, young Hopu for   
                 the swim,
To brave the sharks and the jagged climb up Moto Nui’s face,
There to await the first laid eggs of the Sooty Tern, for those
Were precious, for the first lad back–an intact egg with him–
Would bless his clan with a year of power over that island race.

The tall, weird, silent faces stare forever o’er the deep,
And we may search forever for the secrets that they keep.
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Mage of Minstrelsy
(for Steven Withrow)

For you a sonnet tribute bard, friend Steven,
Collaborator, sharer of drafts and more,
Artist in verse and measures strong and even,
Who pens out future paths, vistas of yore.
Avé ad te poeta conservis!
Our task to tread where mighty others trod,
To span with language–bridge that broad abyss
Above the common ways of words that plod. 

So, onward! The rough path of Poesie
Was never meant the easy trail to trek.
May your rich rhymes’ and measures’ destiny–
Broad pages broadly lauded well bedeck.
And may your lines fly freely, range and roam,
Singing new songs and finding Fame’s true home.
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The True Test
In Praise of the Sonnet

(an Italian Sonnet)

The sonnet is the would-be poet’s test:
To fit within that small, tight square of words
The weight of empires, or the flight of birds,
The Fires of Hell, the Islands of the Blessed,
Demands such skills as prove one of the best
At blending sound and sense. Beyond the herds
Of poetasters’ dreck, the sonnet artist girds
On Tradition’s armor–who’s skill-compressed
Potentials, serendipities achieve
A quill-flow proving mastered form and rhyme.
Such poets know Life’s regularities,
Cycles, and measured rhythms don’t deceive:
The true poet’s task is that of Keeping Time,
And navigating well the Verbal Seas. 
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Mentis Ignis
[The Mind’s Fire]

(an English Soneet)

“The material to be molded, like the molding of wax, is 
at first hard to the touch.  If intense concentration en-
kindle native ability, the material is soon made pliant 
by the mind’s fire, and submits to the hand in whatever 
way it requires, malleable to any form.  The hand of 
the mind controls it, either to amplify or curtail.”
 

– Geoffrey of Vinsauf, The Poetria Nova 
 (ca. 1200 A.D.)

Poesis, as the Greek term is defined,
Is “Creation” seen in any of our Arts.
The processes of making are refined
By fervors tremoring Makers’ minds and hearts.
It seems to me Frere Geoffrey has it right:
Ones hoard of words that will distill to a poem–
Whether on shining screen or quilled by candlelight–
Made pliant by “Mind’s Fire” are free to roam,
To seek out any Form “Mind’s Hand” may shape.
And Forms and molds–though solid, rigid things–
May be filled with molten words that let no thought escape,
No message miss, no image lose. There clings
The stuff that soon shall harden into Art…

After Mind’s Fire, Mind’s Hand each plays its part.
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The First Attempt
(my invention, a Primo Suono Rima* Sonnet)

The first attempt is always very tough. 
New forms need eager pen to find the way,
And often they’re the labor of a day
Spent crossing out the lines that just don’t fit.
The early work is often very rough.
Sometimes the poet quits and says “Enough!”
Then, suddenly, a line springs to the mind,
And, jotting down the verse, you’re sure of it! 
Somehow-through serendipity-you’ve hit 
Upon a string of wondrous words that tell
And prove that, often, those who seek will find.
Then, from out thought’s tangles, thickly vined–
As if the thirsty found, by chance, a well:
A form from which much poetry could swell. 
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One Way Robert Frost and I Are Different

“Let chaos storm!
Let cloud shapes swarm!

I wait for form.”
–Robert Frost

  Despite new norms
         and Free Verse swarms–

  I seek out forms!

[ephases added]
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Enheduanna
(a sonnet in Sumerian 8/5 syllablic couplets*)

(for Enheduanna, a daughter of Sargon the Great and En [High] 
Priestess of the goddess Inanna and the moon god Nanna. As a 
signatory of her own poetic works [ca 2300 B.C.], she is recog-

nized as the first named author in history.)

Royal princess, priestess, poet,
Hail to thee, first named!
Would you could see the teeming ranks–
Poets who followed,
Recorders of the human soul,
Speakers of their minds.

“I, Enheduanna, will speak
to you, Inanna;
I, the En Priestess, will recite–
Holy Inanna–
A prayer for you.” Thus began,
Poetry’s journey.

How many million poets since
Have inscribed their names?
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Eos
(a trisengraf )

Again and always over the Eastern rim, 
   You rise to light the busy-nesses of day,
      a symbol of both renewal and decay.

Each morning as the long, long shadows stretch,
   or your disk is whitened or near-hidden by greydim clouds,
      You begin the long ascent…that must decline.

Reminder of the cycles of the world:
   gentle prompter of yet one more chance at striving, seeking.
      But you also shout, “Another day has passed!”
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Organicism:
With Respect to the Arts of Language

(an irregular sonnet)

In one strong sense, quite everything that’s wrought–
Being the work of our organic selves–
From living artful mind and spirit delves
Experiential soil to sow a seed of thought.
Then, some are left to freer “Why” and “Whether”
(Though many are bound to climb a structure’s Form:
“Ivy” upon old, sturdy walls in the warm
Nurture, or in serendipitous trellis’ tether.)

Most, like the Rose Seed “know” that they’ll realize
When, with right care, a Rose in fullest flower.
Many, will grow with a looser form of power–
Whose “nurturer’s” work will be to hybridize.
Yet in all word-work that’s wrought, one strange thing’s sure:
The Maker is both mechanic–and gardener.
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Helen
(a trisengraf )

Whether an adulteress or a kidnap victim?
   The jury is still out on that–
      But not the deathly costs that you brought on.

A thousand ships, ten thousand corpses,
   And far more the crows and carrion beasts
      That gorged for your account’s legendary ledger.

The winding Scamander flowed red,
   With the blood of those who sought
      To guard or rescue/retrieve you–after your meanderings.  
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Renderings of Some Quatrains of
Khayyám’s Rubáiyát into English Verse

When I am dead, over my body lave
Ancient vintage. The same upon my grave.
   And, should you want me at a later time,
Scrape dust before the tavern door to save.

I passed a potter kneading the cold clay
And saw what he saw not–there on display:
   My father’s dust was in that wetted earth
That in the potter’s hands, now lifeless, lay.

Man is a flagon and his soul the wine.
He is a flute, his soul–tunes vile or fine.

     O curious Khayyám, what then is a Man?
A lantern with a candle placed within.

Khayyam, quit fretting for your sin’s excess!
Don’t plague your thoughts. Don’t dampen happiness.
   Because of sinning was fair Mercy made.
Those without Sin can’t taste of sweet forgiveness.

When our blood beats quickest in this earthly run,
When, race quick through the sky, the Steeds of the Sun,
   I love to wander wide with lovely girls,
Making most merry–before earth hides that sun.
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Give me my wine cup, for my heart’s aflame.
Life slips like quicksilver back to whence it came.
   Arise! Our fortune now’s but a cheating dream.
Youth gushes past–a swift, but slowing, stream.

When I my fill of rich red wine have drunk,
And to the bliss of drunkenness have sunk–
   A hundred miracles become then clear to me!
Vast mysteries to crystal clarity shrunk.

Each day from Dawn to Dusk swift minutes pass–
As the swift sands through the upturned glass.
   They won’t return. The World to ruin runs.
Though fooled by wine and mirth, so we–Alas!

O my sad soul, pierced to the quick by sorrow,
When troubles sure will follow me tomorrow,
   Why would you make a dwelling in this flesh
That has so little time on earth to borrow?

Give up the search for things we can’t attain.
Give in to the present joys that yet remain:
   To touch long, beauteous tresses of your hair,
Like harp strings trembling in melodious strain.
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A sage came to me in a dream. “Asleep?”
He asked. “It is a lesser form of Death–so deep
   That no true rose of joy will blossom there.
Rise and drink. There will be time enough for sleep.”

Long, long before you or I were born
The cycles were set, spinning dusk and morn.
   Be careful how we tread upon this dust–
Once the quick bodies by our forebears worn.

Between sober and drunk there is a place:
When sober, of happiness there is no trace;
   When drunk, a state of blessed ignorance prevails.
Somewhere between the two I find Life’s face.

Inquiring how I might live to a far-off day,
I pressed my lips to the wine cup’s lip of clay.
   It answered, “Drink wine now, for you must know
That here you have but all too brief a stay.”

The Past, the Future–do not contemplate
Don’t ponder what shall happen soon or late.
   Live in each present moment of your life:
Think each a prize you’ve stolen from stark Fate.
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Odin’s Footsteps
(a variant sonnet)

Many the road that I have travelled along,
In neither broad-brimmed hat nor cloak of blue. 
No ravens on my shoulders, yet I knew
Both Thought and Memory would seed the song
I spun while journeying. And at my side
No hungry wolves kept pace beside my path,
And yet, a hunger–like a flooding tide–
To learn just what would be the aftermath
Of all this travelling grew great as I strode,
As boldly as I might, along this rock-strewn way,
Down this uneven, this wild wandering road,
To here, where I pause–wondering–today.
  Would it were Mimir’s Well, where I might be!

  Where, gladly, I would give an eye to see. 
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Going Beyond
(a couplet sonnet)

In any mode, there are anticipations,
And, for the Reader, there are expectations.
Each genre’s “generalities” must be met,
Yet many works the Readers soon forget.
But works that go beyond, the borderland
And stretch the lines and limits–planned, unplanned–
Such that the words new vistas–strange!–reveal,
Beyond the boundaries of the seeming “Real”–
Those are the works that serve to redefine,
To work new marvels, line by magic line,
Of something Old–yet something Wondrous! New!–
As over-the-horizons come in view.
They capture, in the tale or poem of wonder,
The pause…between the lightning and the thunder.
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Verse’s Vagabond
(Reflections on a Writing Life)

(a Coffman’s Sonnet–Type 1)

I’ve been down many roads all paved with words,
And many lanes of lines I’ve stridden along;
I’ve ridden the rough and rattling rails of rhyme
To many towns–trying to make good time–
Left runes of tunes to mark my seeking song
For folks who follow, finding whole poems or sherds.

I’ve tied a wondrous hoard within my bindle:
Experiences paid for on those paths,
Braved bright and stormy days, as all men must,
Known pains and poverties, luxuries and lust,
And somehow lived through all the aftermaths.
Yet, with all of this, my Wonder does not dwindle.

No rest! So many roads I’ve never gone!
Though I set off at dusk…’twill soon enough be dawn.
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Glossary of Forms
Variations Upon and Experiments With 
the Sonnet and Details on Other Exotic, 
Archaic, Cross-Cultural, Hybridized, and 
Invented Forms Used in this Collection–
Also Including Some Essential Poetic 

Terms and Concepts

Ballad, Folk (Traditional)–the Traditional or Folk Ballad 
is a poem in accentual meter composed in quatrain stanzas 
of 4343 accents and rhymes of ABCB, respectively. This is 
the form for the “Standard Ballad.” The “Long Ballad” 
uses lines with 4 accents each. The “Short Ballad” has an 
accent pattern of 3343. Occasionally the rhyme is AABB 
for folk ballads of any measure.

Ballad, Literary–more polished than the accentual Folk 
Ballad of oral tradition, the Literary Ballad is usually in 
alternating iambic tetrameter and trimeter (accentual-syl-
labic meter using metrical “feet,” rather than the accentual 
[accents/line counting] of the folk ballad). Often, rather 
than ABCB the literary ballad rhymes ABAB.

Ballad Sonnet–is my invented form. This form blends the 
ballad stanza into a fourteen-line poem. I do this by using 
folk ballad stanzas for the first three quatrains and then 
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adding a couplet of 4-accent lines to complete the 14 re-
quired by the sonnet.

Bengali Payar Sonnet– Bengali Poetry is from the Bengali 
Region, Eastern India, and dates back to the 10th century.
Its origins were in mystic poetry but later became known 
for its epics. 
     The Payār is the most common form from the Bengali 
Region. It is stanzaic, written in any number of couplets 
rhymed. AA BB CC etc, and it is syllabic with 14 syllables 
lines which are normally broken into 4 unitsÚ 4 4 * 4 2 or 
xxxx, xxxx, xxxx, xA
     Hence, a Bengali Payar Sonnet is seven such long tetra-
decasyllabic couplets comprising 14 total lines.

Bengali Tripadi-Triversen Sonnet–The Tripadi is a Bengali 
poetic form. Here are the guidelines:
    –Tercets (three-line stanzas).
    –Lines one and two end rhyme with each other.
    –Lines one and two have eight syllables.
    –Line three has ten syllables.
    –The poem may consist of one tercet or several.
NOTE: I used four Tripadi tercets done as Triversens 
(q.v.) and added a couplet to create a 14-er for this hybrid 
sonnet.

Bref Double–A fourteen-line French form. Like many 
French forms, the rules are a bit complex. It is composed 
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of 3 quatrains and a couplet, all isosyllabic. It has three 
rhymes: A, B, and C. It has five lines that are not part of 
the rhyme scheme. The C rhyme ends each quatrain. The A 
and B rhymes are found twice each somewhere within the 
three quatrains and once each in the couplet. This means 
that there are several possible variations for the arrange-
ments. XAXC   XABC   XBXC   AB   is my idea for the 
ideal form for the Bref Double–based upon the spacing of 
the A and B rhymes (the Xs represent unrhymed lines). 
The fact that it is a fourteen-line poem makes it, in my 
opinion, a form of the sonnet.

Chestertonian Ballad–The “ballad” stanza that G. K. 
Chesterton uses in his epic poem, The Ballad of the White 
Horse (an epic about Alfred the Great’s victory over the 
pagan Vikings at Ethandune) uses stanzas that are often 
“expanded” or “exploded” from the traditional ABCB of 
the ballad quatrain into either pentains or hexains. These 
variances rhyme: ABCCB and ABCCCB, respectively. 
Chesterton also intersperces standard ballad quatrains in 
his epic.

Coffman’s Sonnet – Type 1–is my invented form. This 
rhyme scheme consists of 2 hexains and a couplet: ABC-
CBA || DEFFED || GG (pentameter or hexameter)–es-
sentially, it uses an expansion into hexains of the Italian 
Quatrain: ABBA, which become ABCCBA or 123321.
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Coffman’s Sonnet – Type 2 –is my invented form. This 
rhyme scheme consists of 2 hexains and a couplet: AB-
CABC || DEFDEF || GG (pentameter or hexameter)–
essentially an expansion into hexains of the alternating 
Sicilian Quatrain: ABAB [as used in the English Sonnet: 
ABAB CDCD EFEF GG] This expands into the hexains–
ABCABC and DEFDEF before the final couplet.

Couplets–A couplet is a group of two consecutive rhymed 
lines. NOTE: The “Heroic” or “Closed” couplet completes 
a sentence over the two lines. Quite often in such a “closed 
couplet,” there is a minor pause/punctuation at the end of 
the first line.

Couplet Sonnet–a sonnet composed in 7 consecutive 
rhymed couplets.

Cynaralle Sonnet–This is my invented form, inspired by 
the hexains in Ernest Dowson’s famous poem, “Non sum 
qualis eram bonae sub regno Cynarae,” sometimes titled “Cy-
nara.” The Latin title is from Horace’s Odes and means, “‘I 
am not as I was in the reign of good Cynara.” The pattern 
of the six-line stanzas in Dowson’s poem follows a rhyme 
of ABAR1BR2 || CDCR1DR2, etc. with R1 and R2 as 
refrains in each stanza. The refrains are repeated exactly 
in the case of R2 but can vary slightly in R1. I used two of 
these hexains (sestets) and added a couplet EE to make up 
the fourteen lines necessary for a “Cynaralle Sonnet.”
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Cywydd Llosgyrnog–According to Todd H. C. Fischer in 
his excellent book on “Early, Medieval, and Renaissance 
Forms,” Ossa Poetices, Cywydd Llosgyrnog (pron. cu’-with  
clos-geer’-nog) is a sestet consisting of  two tercets, each an 
8-syllable rhymed couplet followed by a 7-syllable line. The 
second line of the couplet cross-rhymes somewhere into 
the middle syllables of the 7-syllable line. The short lines 
carry the main rhyme in each sestet, thus: 8A, 8A, 7B, 8C, 
8C, 7B–with the obligatory echo of A into line three and 
C into line six, etc. Usually, the cross-rhyme would be with 
syllable 3, 4, or 5 of the 7-syllable line, but echoes with line 
2 or 6 where acceptable on occasion.

Diamantes–usually, a seven line poem with word-counts in 
the lines of 1-2-3-4-3-2-1.  It is also usually centered on the 
page so that it takes the shape of a diamond. In my exam-
ple, I have made it nine lines long with counts of 1-2-3-4-5-
4-3-2-1–and still a diamond when centered.

Doha Sonnet–The Doha is a Hindi stanzaic form employ-
ing a rhyming couplet with long syllabic lines.The Doha 
is also used in Urdu verse. This form steps away from the 
Hindi tradition of romantic verse and is often written as 
didactic poetry or used in longer narrative verse.

• stanzaic, written in any number of couplets.
• syllabic, each line is made up of 24 syllables and is 
paused by caesura at the end of the 13th syllable, mak-
ing the line two phrases of 13 and 11 syllables. The 
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couplet can be arranged as a quatrain breaking the line 
at the caesura.
• commonly used for proverbs and/or for longer narra-
tives or didactic poetry.

     For the Doha Sonnet, I arranged three Doha as divided 
couplets–thus making three quatrains of two 13-11-13-11 
syllable couplets each and then added another Doha cou-
plet to complete the 14 “lines” for the sonnet.

English Sonnet–What became the standard form for the 
English language (also called “Shakespearean” Sonnet 
was invented by Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey. It became 
known as “Shakespearean” due to the Bard’s love of and 
use of the form in his sonnets. It frees up the sonnet from 
the more rigorous confines of the traditional Italian (Pe-
trarchan) sonnet by requiring fewer end rhymes. Rather 
than the more restrictive ABBAABBA (“octave”) || CD-
CDCD or CDECDE (“sestet”) of the Italian Sonnet, the 
form invented by Howard rhymes: ABAB || CDCD || 
EFEF || GG and tends, due to the rhyme pattern, to di-
vide nicely into three thoughts or images and then wind 
things up with a “clincher” couplet. Earlier, Sir Thomas 
Wyatt had begun the alteration of the Italian (Petrarchan) 
mode by breaking the taboo against ending the sestet with 
a couplet and using the rhyming pattern: ABBAABBA ||  
CDDC || EE (occasionally, but rarely, Wyatt used CDCD 
in the opening of the sestet, prior to the closing couplet).  
John Donne also used “Wyatt’s Sonnet.”
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Egyptian (Ancient) “Thought Couplets”– The verse pat-
tern of rhymed and chiefly “closed” couplets in this poem is 
based upon a theoretical model of Ancient Egyptian pros-
ody suggested by John L. Foster in an essay on “Thought 
Couplets” in Ancient Egyptian Verse.”  Journal of Near 
Eastern Studies, Jan. 1975, vol. 34, no. 1. University of Chi-
cago]. There is no consistent “rhyming” in the Eqyptian.

Estribillo Sonnet– An Estribillo (“little stirrup”)  is a Span-
ish form with a two- to four-line introductory refrain that 
leads into the stanzas that follow, in which all or parts 
of the estribillo are repeated as refrain line(s). It was also 
sometimes called the “Cabeza” [Head] or the “Texto”–
since it introduced the theme/content of the stanzas to fol-
low. It was repeated in whole or in part at the end of each 
stanza and at the poem’s conclusion. For the “estribillo 
sonnet,” I have chosen a 2-line estribillo, followed by three 
quatrains to comprise the 14 lines needed for a sonnet.

Fibonacci–named for the mathematical sequence discov-
ered by Leonardo of Pisa (Leonardo Fibonacci). It has 
seemingly amazing relevance to the arrangement of things 
found in Nature. The sequence is formed by adding the 
previous two numbers to get the next: 0-1-1-2-3-5-8-13, 
etc. Any poem using any part of this sequence in some way 
is called a “Fibonacci.”

Fornyrthislag (“old verse”)–is a Norse/Germanic accentu-
al meter. There are 2 accents in a “half-line” on either side 
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of a medial caesura with usually 1 or 2 unaccents on each 
side. As with other Germanic forms [including Anglo-Sax-
on verse],  Alliteration was used as “initial rhyme” to 
bridge across the caesura. The alliteration fell on accented 
syllables, almost always two in the first half-line with one 
or, occasionally, two in the second.

Futharkarian–is my invented form, essentially an “Abece-
darian” but going through the runes of the Germanic 
Elder Futhark in order as the initial “letters”/runes of the 
lines of the poem instead of the letters of the alphabet in 
order (as in the “abecedarian”).

Ghazal (Sonnet)–The Ghazal (pron. “guzzle”) [Arabic 
and Persian] consists of grammatically complete couplets, 
usuallly with a minor stop (comma or semi-colon) after the 
first line. Each couplet (usually between 5 and 15 couplets 
in the complete Ghazal) must end with the same word (or 
phrase)–the radif. The official rhyme sound of the poem–
the quafia–customarily occurs twice in the first line of the 
first couplet and must rhyme into the second line of all 
succeeding couplets, often the penultimate word. . The last 
couplet of the poem includes a proper name–usually the 
poet’s. Seven such couplets make up the “Ghazal Sonnet.”

Haiku–is probably a form known to most–even if one is 
not a practicing poet. It is almost impossible not to have a 
“let’s write a poem, class” from the teacher somewhere in 
the K-12 sequence (or more than once). 
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Unfortuneately, it is almost universally taught simplisti-
cally–”Just write out lines of 5, 7, and 5 syllables, and there 
you have it”–not covering the essential elements of the true 
Haiku: 1) some connection to a season of the year [the Jap-
anese recognize 6 seasons and not 4]; 2) the presentation of 
a striking image vividly described for the reader’s apprecia-
tion (as with): the falling flower, I saw drift back to the branch/
was a butterfly; 3) in English, the omission of articles (a, an, 
and the); 4) an attempt to “capture” an important moment 
of experience; 5) a definite “cut” after either the first or sec-
ond line, breaking the poem 1-2 or 2-1; 6) and, often,” a sort 
of “zoom lens” effect (either zooming in or out) as in: in the 
meadow/the cows lips/wet with grass. 

As with the Tanka (q.v.), some believe that an accent 
pattern of 2-3-2 better approximates true Haiku than sylla-
ble counting 5-7-5. The English “syllable” and the Japanese 
“onji” are different things.  Scifhaiku are, obviously, Haiku 
on a Sci-Fi topic or theme. I call the horror type: Horrorku.

Italian Sonnet – While many believe the Italian Sonnet 
(or Petrarchan Sonnet–named after Francesco Petrarca 
who wrote more than 300 in the mode) was the original 
form of the sonnet (from “sonnetto”–”little song” or “little 
sound”).        But the original form of the sonnet was 
the Sicilian Sonnet pioneered by Giacomo de Lentino, 
rhyming ABABABAB || CDCDCD or CDECDE all in 
hendecasyllabic meter. The Sicilian makes use of the Sicilian 
Octave and, usually, the alternating Sicilian Sestet (as with 
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the first sestet example). The Italian Sonnet: ABBAABBA 
|| CDCDCD or CDECDE makes use of the Italian Oc-
tave and is customarily written in iambic pentameter.

Lampmanian Sonnet–Archibald Lampman was, perhaps, 
Canada’s greatest lyric poet. Where Robert W. Service 
almost certainly stands as her best balladeer and narrative 
poetic voice. Lampman’s sonnets use a variety of rhyme 
schemes. I have chosen one: ABBAACCA || DEFFDE, 
but I have also added the unusual metric of hexadecasyl-
labics (16-syllable-count lines).

Loop Sonnet/Loop Poem–A “loop” poem of any sort is 
simply a poem in which the last word of each line (includ-
ing the first) becomes the first word of the next line. The 
last word of the last line is the first word of the first–thus, 
completing the “loop.”

Malahattr–the Norse/Germanic accentual meter of Mala-
hattr (“Speech Measure”) used 2 accents on either side of 
a caesura dividing two half-lines with usually 3 or 4 unac-
cented syllables on either side. Thus the lines run longer than 
poems in the older and more formal Old Norse meters.

Megasonnet, English–the English variety of my invented 
form, the Megasonnet, is based upon the English sonnet 
of tradition. But, rather than alternating two lines in the 
opening: ABAB CDCD EFEF it alternates three lines: 
ABCABC DEFDEF GHIGHI. Then, rather than a fi-
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nal, “clincher” couplet: GG, it ends with a final triplet: JJJ 
[Note: for variety on the need for the triplet, one of the 
final rhyme sounds of the third hexain (G, H, or I) can be 
placed anywhere in the final three, but usually between the 
J rhymes. Good triplets are difficult to come up with.

Megasonnet, Italian–my invented form, the “Italian” vari-
ety of the Megasonnet was inspired by the Italian Sonnet 
but expanded to 21 lines, rather than the 14 of the tradi-
tional sonnet. The Italianate “envelope” rhyme preference 
is changed from ABBA to ABCCBA. Thus, instead of an 
“octave” of ABBAABBA we have a “duodecave”: ABC-
CBAABCCBA. The normal Italian “sestet” of CDCDCD 
is expanded to a “nontet” of CDECDECDE. The turn or 
“volta” will still be typical, but falling between lines 12 and 
13, rather than after line 8 as in the traditional. 

Megasonnet, Lentinian–is my invented form. The first 
sonnets (as is now generally agreed) were written by Gia-
como de Lentino in the early 13th c. A.D. The form of the 
Sicilian Sonnet [the more “modern” Sicilian is in iambic 
pentameter) was used for almost all of de Lentino’s son-
nets. The rhyme scheme used was ABABABAB || CDC-
DCD or CDECDE, BUT de Lentino used syllabic meter 
and his lines were hendecasyllabic (11 syllables). He also, 
on one occasion used AABAAB in the sestet, thus using 
only two rhymes in the entire poem! I have “springboard-
ed” off of this sestet and changed the essentially Sicilian 
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Megasonnet scheme (also my invented form) from AB-
CABCABCABC || DEFDEFDEF to DDEDDEDDE in 
the “nontet” to “expand” upon de Lentino’s irregular sestet. 
Another difference is that the lines are hendecasyllabic 
(11-syllabic meter) rather than in accentual-syllabic iambic 
pentameter of traditional sonnets.

Pararhyme–is a form of slant rhyme/near rhyme in which 
there is vowel variation between the same consonant pat-
terns. The consonant sounds both before and after the 
varied vowel are the same–only the vowel changes. The 
great British poet, Wilfred Owen (sadly, killed in WWI, 
just a week prior to the Armistice) championed this form.  
His superb poem, “Arms and the Boy,” is a fine example. 
His rhymes: blade|blood and flash|flesh from that poem are 
good examples.

Pentina–The Pentina is akin to the more famous Sesti-
na and works pretty much the same way. There are five 
sections of quintains/pentains/pentastiches followed by 
a 2-line envoy. In it’s true form, like the Sestina, it does 
not use rhymes, but shuffles the ending words of the lines 
of succeeding quintains according to mathematical rear-
rangement. The shift is from lines 1-2-3-4-5 in the initial 
stanza to 5-1-4-2-3 then again from ouside-in, last pre-
ceding rhyme first, in subsequent sections: 3-5-2-1-4, etc. 
All five of the words (teleutons as they are formally called) 
appear in the envoy. I have added the irregularity of using 
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rhymes rather than repeated words in my example.  * Its 
creation in 1995 by American poet and songwriter Leigh 
Harrison was documented in an article, “The Joys of the 
Pentina” (Medicinal Purposes Literary Review, Vol. II, No. 
XII. (2005).

Proto-Indo-European (Sonnet)–an attempt in modern 
English at a sonnet in a “possible” metric using Proto-In-
do-European prosody: Deseteracs [10 syllable lines (decas-
tiches), the technique of alliteration, and the Subject-Ob-
ject-Verb SOV syntax that was likely the base in P.I.E. 
over 6000 years ago are used. A very conjectural poem 
based upon recent theories.

Pathya Vat–is a Cambodian four-line form in four-sylla-
ble lines. The central two of each quatrain rhyme, thus: 
ABBC, etc. The length of a poem in Pathya Vat varies, 
but, if it is longer than one quatrain, the ending of the last 
line of each quatrain becomes the rhyme for the pair in the 
middle of the next quatrain: ABBC || DCCE || FEEG, etc.

Primo Suono Rima (Sonnet)– invented form: my “spin” 
on the old, old form of terza rima. A different way of 
interlocking tercet stanzas: Primo Suono Rima (“First 
Sound Rhyme”). 
     The pattern takes the first line of a tercet and makes 
its ending sound the main rhyme in the next tercet, just 
as terza rima takes the middle line’s ending sound of 
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a tercet and makes it the envelope rhyme of the next. 
Thus the stanzas would proceed: ABB CAA DCC 
EDD, etc. 
     So, of course–being me–I came up with the Primo 
Eco Rima SONNET [ABB CAA DCC EDD EE–this 
scheme forcing a break in the pattern in order to close 
out with a couplet]. I also envision this as the “signal” 
for the ending of a poem of any length using this pat-
tern–close out with a final couplet using the first end-
ing sound of the final tercet. This could also be a final 
triplet on that sound, rather than a couplet–but, again, a 
signal of “that’s all folks!”

Rannaicheacht Mhor–(ron-a-ya’ch voor) is a very complex 
old Irish form: 1) heptasyllabic quatrain; ABAB rhyme 
scheme; 3) obligatory consonant final sounds; 4) two cross-
rhymes in each couplet of the quatrain.; 5) the final word 
of line 3 rhymes with the middle of line 4; 6) at least 2 
words should  alliterate in each line; 7) The final word of 
line 4 ideally alliterates with preceding stressed syllable or 
word. A very difficult form in English. I have made use of 
“poetic license” in several lines over the course of the se-
quence, but most stanzas fit the form.

Rondeau–Originating in France, it is usually octosyllabic 
consisting of between 10 and 15 lines and three stanzas. It 
has only two rhymes, with the opening words or line used 
twice again as an refrain at the end of the second and third 
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Rondeau (cont.)–
stanzas. There is great freedom in the form so long as these 
rules are followed. I made (of course) a 14-line version in 
iambic pentameters in sections of 5-4-5 lines. I have used 
the octosyllabic base for the partial refrains at the ends of 
sections 2 and 3.

Rondel–A Rondel is a French verse form originating in 
French lyrical poetry of the 14th century. It is a variation 
of the Rondeau consisting of two quatrains followed by a 
quintet (13 lines total) OR a sestet (14 lines total–as in 
my example–of course, as is my wont, to make it also a 
sonnet). The first two lines of the first stanza are refrains, 
repeating as the last two lines of the second stanza and the 
third stanza. (Alternately, only the first line is repeated at 
the end of the final stanza). If A and B are the refrains, a 
rondel will have a rhyme scheme of ABba abAB abbaA(B).

Ruba’i–The rubai is an Old Persian quatrain rhymed 
AABA.  The Ruba’iya’t is a longer poem written in rubai. 
The most famous one is by Omar Khayyam (variously 
translated). 

Ruba’iya’t, Interlocking is a ruba’iya’t in which each suc-
ceeding quatrain picks up the unrhymed line from the pre-
vious stanza and makes it the main rhyme: AABA  BBCB  
CCDC, etc. Robert Frost’s famous “Stopping By Woods 
on a Snowy Evening” is an Interlocked Ruba’iya’t. 
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The Ruba’iya’t Sonnet rhymes: AABA  BBCB  CCDC  
DD. Interestingly, this form is “reflexive” in that the 
rhymes form the scheme of a Rubaiyat Sonnet if done in 
reverse.

Shadorma–The Shadorma is a thought-to-be-original-
ly-Spanish poetic form made up of a stanza of six lines 
(sestet)  with no set rhyme scheme. It is a syllabic poem with 
a meter of 3/5/3/3/7/5.It can have many stanzas, as long 
as each follows the meter. Little is known about this poetic 
style’s origins and history, but it is used by many modern 
poets today. It seems in some ways to be a variation upon 
the Haiku. Certainly it’s short-lined, syllable counting.

Sicilian Sonnet–The Sicilian Sonnet is actually an older 
form than the Italian, being derived, as most sonnet theo-
rists have noted, from the eight-line Strambotto. The major 
difference is in the use of the alternations of the Sicilian 
Octave ABABABAB rather than the envolopes of the Ital-
ian Octave ABBAABBA. In theory, it should be no more 
difficult to write than the Italian form, but it has been very 
rarely done in English. 

Sumerian 8-5 Stanza–According to Robin Skelton in his 
excellently researched and exemplified book on historical 
and cross-cultural forms, The Shapes of Our Singing [in the 
present poet’s opinion, the best book on the vast variety 
of the world’s poetic formal modes], “This form cannot be 
more than hypothetical. We know that some Sumerian 
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verse was constructed of lines alternating eight and five syl-
lables and that it made some occasional use of alliteration 
and vowel (assonance) chiming, but that is all we know.…           
     Sumerian verse, like Egyptian and Hebrew verse, is also 
characterized by parallelism and apposition.” The pattern 
for some Sumerian verse seems to be 13-syllable lines, 
often divided into alternating shorter 8-s and 5-s.

“Swinburne’s”–an invented form inspired by Algernon 
Charles Swinburne’s poem, “Before the Mirror (Verses 
Written under a Picture).” I have used the distinctive stan-
za he used in that poem. 

 It is a septet/heptain/(7-line) pattern rhyming 
ABABCCB, but with irregular lines as follows: lines 1 and 
3 are iambic tetrameter catalectic (lacking the last sylla-
ble–in other words U/U/U/U, thus making used of femi-
nine rhyme, normally on a 2-syllable end word); lines 2 and 
4 are iambic dimeter; lines 5 and 6 are iambic trimeter; 
and line 7 is iambic pentameter. 

Tanka –is, essentially, the Japanese equivalent of the son-
net in some ways. Often used to convey sentiments of 
romantic or erotic love, it has been variously used for dif-
ferent content in the West. 

 A syllabic five-line form 5-7-5-7-7 (or, in Japanese, 
“onji”)–Haiku and Tanka enthusiasts in the West are not 
adamant on syllable count, and some even advocate an 
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accentual counting of 2 accent lines replacing the 5-syllable 
lines and 3 accent lines replacing the 7-syllable lines–or 
even freer forms. Scifictankas (as I’ve called my examples) 
are, obviously, Tankas on a science fictional topic or theme.

“Three Dead Kings Sonnet”– My Rules for the “Three 
Dead Kings” Sonnet based upon the Medieval poem, “The 
Three Dead Kings”:

• Rhymed as an 8-6 line (in the original poem an 8-5 
line) pattern with the first line of the sestet [shown 
in brackets below] as an addition to the original 13-
line stanzas of the Medieval poem,“The Three Dead 
Kings”:
ABABABAB | [C or D]CDCCD
• At least three alliterated words per line! – with the last 
word always having the alliterated accent.
• Octave in accentual pentameters
• Sestet in accentual trimeters
• Heavy, constant use of pararhyme in the octave with 
each AB done as a pararhymed pair! 
  NOTE: See Pararhyme.]
• Sestet on true or slant rhymes, with the obligatory 
alliterations–but not pararhymed.
• NOTE: this is an extremely difficult pattern to 
fulfill (especially in English), and I have taken liberties 
with several of the lines over the course of the se-
quence.
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Trisengraf–my intented “form” of free verse (and yes, I 
think there are forms to free verse, no matter how lib-
erated some poets think they may be). Essentially, it is a 
three-sentence-paragraph made up of three Triversens. 

Triversen–a form invented by William Carlos Williams. 
The three-line stanzas are “Three Verse Sentences”–hence, 
the name. In that sense it is a sort of “free verse form.”

Vakh–a Kashmiri form comprising 7-syllable quatrains 
and rhyming AABB, etc.
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